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FOREWORD '
This document is Book 1 of the Cycle 0 Study Report and documents the activities performed
by MMC insupportof theMSFC NLS StructuresTeam. The work was performed under NASA
Contract NAS8-37143 between May 1991 and January 1992. This studyreportwas prepared by
Manned Space Systems, Martin Marietta Corporation, New Orleans, Louisiana for the
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center.
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INTRODUCTION
This Report SR-1 (Book 1): Su_cmres Trades and Analyses, documents the Core Tankage
Trades and analyses performed in support of the NLS Cycle O preliminary design activities. The
report covers trades that were conducted on the Vehicle Assembly, Fwd Skirt, LO2 Tank,
Intertank, LH2 Tank and Aft Skirt of the NLS Core Tankage. For each trade study a two page
executive summary and the detail trade study are provided. The trade studies contain study results,
recommended changes to the Cycle 0 Baseline and suggested follow on tasks to be performed
during Cycle 1.
1
Study Task Cross Reference Matrix (by Trade #)
TRADE STUDY # T/S SUM PARA #!
i
MSFC MMC HLLV 1.5 ST
3-S-001A CV-STR-I|A 5.2.3.4.2 6.2.3.4.2
3-S-001B CV-STR-I|B 5.2.3.4.3 6.2.3.4.31
3-S-001C CV-Di-02 S2.3.4A 6.2..11.4.4
3-S-007 CV-STR-21 WA ¢2.1.4.6
S-S-0OSA CV-STI_20A 5.2.6.4.3 S2.S.431
3-S-008B CV-STI_20B 5.2.6.4.4 6,2.6.4.4
3-S-008C _-STR-20C 5,2.6.4.6 6.2.0.4.6
3-S-G[)SD CV-STR-20D 6.2.6,4.6 6,2.6.4.6
3-S-009A CV4TR-ll)A 6.2.6.4,2 ¢2.5.4,2
3,,S-009B CV-STR-19B 6.2.6.4.3 6.2.6.4.3
3-S,,010A CV-STR-16A 6.2.4.4,3 6.2.4.4,3
3-5-010B CV4TR-1$O 6.2,.4.4,4 6.2.4,4.4
3-S-010C CV.STR-1SC $2.4.4.S (L2.4.4.6
3-S.011 CV-STR-22 62.4.4.6 tL2.4.4.tl
-- CV-DI-01A 52.4.4,2 6.2.4.4.2
-- CV-DI-01B 6,2.1.4.7 6.2.1.4.?
-- CV-STR-14A 5.2.3.4.1 12.L4.1
m CV-STR-14B 5.2.4.4.1 1.2.4.4.1
-- CV-STR-14C S.2JUI.1 ¢2JA.1
-- CV-STR-14D 6,2.6.4.1 IL2.6.4.1
CV-STR-14G $2.1.4.1 6.2.1.4.1
-- CV-STR-14H 5`2.1.49 6.2.1.4.2
-- CV4TR-1IA 6`2.1.4,3 IL2.1A.I
-- CV-STR-1tB $.2.1.4.4 (L2.1.4.4
--- CV-STR-11C 6.2.1.4.5 (L2.1.4.E I
-- CV-STR-16D 5`2.1.4.6 IL2.1A.I
-- CV-STR-I?A 8`2.7.4.1 82.?.4.1
TRADE STUDY TITLE
Fwd Skirt Alt I_nel Conetruotkm
Fwd Skirt Stlfkmw Rich Seneltlvlty Study
Altm_ie Fwd Skirt Configuration Definition
AJ,m_te 1.S Stage Support Trade
Tank length vs hmllity impoots
LH2 Tank Impo_ vs _lage Pressure TJS
LH2 Tank 8tllfm_ _ Sensitivity Study
LH2 Tank All Psnel Cons_
Intenank Commonality A.eument
IMertank Stiffener Pltoh 8eneNvlty Study
1.02 Tank Impaot vs Ullage Prmmm T4S
1.02 Tank _Iffener Pith 8eMildvlty Study
1.02 Tank Alt Pimei
Barb RequlrmmmU & Dedgn Deletion
LO_Li_ Tank _ Trod,
JUt Transporlatioe AIbMtmen! Pointo EvakJallon
Fwd Sk_ Sm_und Ref Conllg Enl.moenmts
L02 Tank 8b.uomraJ Ref ConSg Enhonoem_ts
btmank IWtmmrd R,f Conlig Emm_ments
UD Tm,k Smmmml _ Conllg Enlmmmm
NI.S Core Ta_l* Extm_l Hsrdmre Ddtnition
Tim R,Immm DdnRkm
Core Tankage Mluboturing Plan
Corn Tlml=ge FaoHitkm PIm
Tlmbge Tooilql Pbn
Tmn.pmlotion & I.imdling Requimmente
AlWmte Air 8kkt C4mfigumtlon
2
Element
Vehk:J,
Assy
E_
Fwd
Skirt
1.02
Tank
Ilnmrtsnk
ILJt2
ITank
Air Sldrt
Study Task Cross Reference Matrix (by Element)
T/S SUM PARA #
T/S#
HLLV 1.S ST
CV-STR-14G 52.1.4.1 6.2.1.4.1
ICV-STR.14H 5.2.1.4.2 6.2.1.4.2
CV-STR-16A 5.2.1.4.3 6.2.1.4.3
CV4TR-18B 5.2.1.4.4 8.2.1.4.4
CV-STR-16C 5.2.1.4.5 6.2.1.4.5
CV4TR.16D 5.2.1.4.6 6.2.1.4.8
CV-DI-01B 5.2.1.4.7 6.2.1.4.7
13.S-007 N/A 6.2.1.4.8!
CV4TR-14A 5.2.3.4.1 6.2.3.4.1
3-8-001A 5.2.3.4.2 6.2.3.4.2!
3-S-001B 5.2.3.4.3 6.2.3.4.3
3-S-(X)IC S.2.3.4.4 6.2.3.4.4
TRADE STUDY TITLE
NLS Core Tsnkage External Hardware Definition
TIPS Reference Deflnllion
Core Tankage Manu_ng Plan
Core Tankage Fadlllkm Plan
Car. Tm_,_, Tc.:W_ Pin
Tmmq_rtalkm & Hamdling Requiremenm
All Transpoftatkm Aflachmen! Points EvMuatJon
A_mmate 1.S Siege Support Trade
Fwd Skin Stn_ural Ref Conflg Enhxnoemenm
Fwd Skirt All Psnel Construction
Fwd Skirt Stlffen_ Pitch Sensitivity Study
Aitm_te r-wd 8idrt Configuration Definition
CV-STR-14B 5.2.4.4.1 6.2.4.4.1
CV-DI-01A S.2.4.4.2 6.2.4.42
3-S-010A S.2.&4.,1 6.2.4.4.3
3;S-010B S.2.4.4.4 6.2.4.4.4
3-8-010C S.2.4.4.q L2JII.4.S
i3-S-011 S.2.4.4.11 IL2.4.4JI i
1.02 Tank Stm_wxl Ref Conflg Enhxnoements
L02 Tank Aooe_ Trade Study
L02 Tank Impeot vs Ullage Procure T/S
1.02 Tank Stiffener Pltoh Sensitivity Study
L02 Trek Air Pmei
9k_ ileMe RequlmMms & Design Definition
CV-STR-14C S_.S#ll.1 6.2.S.4.1
3-8-009A S_.SA2 4.2..&42 !
3-8-0090 S_.4.3 L2.S.4J
Inmrmnk _rumuml Rd Con_ _dmmmmmmm
Mmrmnk _mmooml_ Auwmmmt
Inmrmnk mllhmr Plmh mmmmv_, Study
CV-STR.14D 5.2.6.4.1 6.2.8.4.11
CV-DI-01A S_.6.4.2 6.2.6.4.2
3.S-008A S_.eL4.1 6.2.6.4.3
3.S-008B S.2.6.4_11 6.?.6.4_1
3-S-008C 5.2.6.4.5 (L2.S.4.S
S.S_0aD S_.L4J L2.&4JB I
CV'$TR-17A S.2.7A.1 6.2.7.4.1 I
LIt2 Tank $1moiund IFlefConflg Enhal_ementa
LH2 Tank AooNs Trad, Study
Tank Leq;th w Fdity Impacts
LH2 Tank Impact w Ullage I:_ssum TIS
LI_ Tank Sllffener Pitoh SensitMty Study
LH2 Tank Air Pmei Conmmodon
Almmmw Ah _ _umUon
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National Launch S_stem 1/92 C_cle Zero Structures Data Package Page 1
5.2.3.4.2 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV-STR-018-A)
Objective
This trade study developed and evaluated alternative construction methods for the forward skirt
skin panels.
Approach
(a) Define a point of departure forward skirt panel.
(b) Identify concept option for skin panels using an alternate structural configuration.
(c) Estimate weight differences.
(d) Assess produeibility impacts.
(e) Evaluate options with respect to evaluation criteria.
(f) Select preferred option.
Options Studied
Option 1 - Fabricated mech. attached m hat sections with sheet stock skin (Cycle 0 Baseline).
Option 2 - Integrally machined panel with internal longitudinal blade-stiffeners.
Key Study Results
Option 1 - (Baseline) is synergistic with External Tank due to its Intertank-like design.
Option 2 - has a 4.3 per cent increasein weight, but localsizingrequirements due to internal
stiffeningwould probably increaseweight even further.Internalstiffeningwas chosen tominimize
TPS application impacts. However this option can save fabrication efforts. Panels could be either
mechanically attached or welded similar to LO2/IXI2 barrels.
Conclusions
The fabricated hat section and sheet cons_cfion is the tncferred approach due to it's lower weight,
ease of TPS appli-cation, and potential for assembly using El" tooling. However, since the
Intertank is a labor-intensive construction, and the forward skirt is similar in construction to the
Intertank, the forward skirt should be considered as a good candidate for producibility
enhancements.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline for Cycle 121. Consider altematative fabrication approaches if
alternate proposed forward skirt configuration per Section 5.2.3.4.4 is adopted.
16
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6.2.3.4.2 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV.STR-018-A)
Objective
This tradestudy devcloped and evaluatedalternativeconstructionmethods forthe forward skirt
skinpanels.
Approach
(a)Define a pointof departureforward skirtpanel.
(b)Identifyconceptoptionforskinpanelsusingan alternatestructuralconfiguration.
(c)Estimate weightdifferences.
(d)Assess producibilityimpacts.
(e)Evaluateoptionswithrespecttoevaluationcriteria.
(f)Selectpreferredoption.
Options Studied
Option 1 - Fabricated mech. attached to hat sections with sheet stock skin (Cycle 0 Baseline).
Option 2 - Integrally machined panel with internal longitudinal blade-stiffeners.
Key Study Results
Option 1 - (Baseline) is synergistic with External Tank due to its Intertank-like design.
Option 2 - has a 4.3 per cent increase in weight, but local sizing requirements due to internal
stiffening would probably increase weight even fu_er. Internal stiffening was chosen to minimize
TPS application impacts. However this option can save fabrication efforts. Panels could be either
mechanically attached or welded similar to LO2/LH2 barrels.
Conclusions
The fabricated hat section and sheet consmaction is the preferred appa'oaeh due to it's lower weight,
ease of TPS appli-cation, and potential for assembly using ET tooling. However, since the
Intertank is a labor-intensive construction, and the forward skirt is similar in construction to the
Intertank, the forward skirt should be considered as a good candidate for producibility
enhancements.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline for Cycle _. Consider alternatative fabrication approaches if
alternate proposed forward skirt configuration per Section 6.2.3.4.4 is adopted.
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5.2.3.4.3 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity (# 3-S-001B)
Objective
To develop the weight sensitivities of the forward skirt if pitch and stringer size are varied.
Approach
(a) Use current configurations as baseline
Co) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading fib per circumferential inch)
(c)Documem assumptionsmade and factorsof safetyused.
(d)Produce t bar vs pitch sensititivities
(e) Prepare conclusions and recommendations
Key Study Results
The current hat section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda LI was used to
optimize stringer size for varying pitch and load. One intermediate ring frame is used to provide
stability. The weight (t bar ) trend shows that an optimum occurs at a stringer pitch of 5.0 inches
for an axial compression load of 2000 lb/inch. However the optimum stringer section indicated by
Panda needs an increase in the attachment flange width to provide room and edge distance for the
skin/stringer attachments. Once this modification is incorporated the current reference becomes
close to optimum.
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity dam was generated by varying the su'inger pitch while maintaining the reference
configuration skin/hat section fabricated construction approach. When modified to produce a
practical design, the Panda II optimized configuration does not offer any significant weight savings
compared to the baseline configuration.
Study Recommendations
Maintain thereferenceconfigurationFwd skirtpitchand stringersize.During cycle I,study other
types of su'ingersections such as I sectionand Z sectionsto see itthey offer weight and
producibilityadvantages.
33
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Stringer Spocing vs Thor
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0"18T --m._______l.1 .'-- --13-
0.12 _-- __-_
0.I
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• 1500
2000
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Stringer Spacing - 7.._1"
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Panda II Optimized Design
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6.2.3.4.3 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity (# 3-S-001B)
Objective
To develop the weight sensitivities of the forward skirt if pitch and slringer size are varied.
Approach
(a) Use current configurations as baseline
(b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading (lb per circumferential inch)
(c) Document assumptions made and factors of safety used.
(d) Produce t bar vs pitch sensititivities
(e) Prepare conclusions and recomrnendations
Key Study Results
The current hat section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda II was used to
optimize stringer size for varying pitch and load. One intermediate ring frame is used to provide
stability. The weight (t bar ) trend shows that an optimum occurs at a stringer pitch of 5.0 inches
for an axial compression load of 2000 lb/inch. However the optimum stringer section indicated by
Panda needs an increase in the attachment flange width to provide room and edge distance for the
skin/stringer attachments. Once this modification is incorporated the current reference becomes
close to optimum.
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity data was generated by varying the stringea" pitch while maintaining the reference
configuration skin/hat section fabricated construction approach. When modified to produce a
practical design, the Panda II optimized configuration does not offer any significant weight savings
compared to the baseline configuration.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration Fwd skirt pitch and stringer size. During cycle 1, study other
types of stringer sections such as I section and Z sections to see it they offer weight and
produeibility advantages.
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Stringer Spacing vs Tbar
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Frame Spacing = 48.0"
Tbar=0.151"
Panda II Optimized Design
(Nx. 2000 Ib4n ult)
Stringerspacing, s.o"
Frame Spacing •
lrbar=0.139"
Optimized Design with
Modifications
Stringer Spacing • S.O"
Frame Spacing • 48.0"
Tbar=0.149"
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.00] Book l for more detailed results
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5.2.3.4.4 Alternate Fwd Skirt Configuration (#3-C-001C)
Objective
Determine if an alternate concept for the forward skirt and intertank would permit full core stage
IACO at build site.
Issue
Core stage cannot be fully checked out at build site because some avionics and propulsion
components are located in the interstage which is not part of the core stage. The interstage is
required'as part of the encapsulated payload concept and would be mated to the launch vehicle at
KSC.
Approach
(a) Obtain definition of cycle 0 reference configuration.
(b) Develop concept for packaging launch vehicle avionics and RCS in an expanded fwd skirt.
(c) Evaluate against ref configuration.
(d) Prepare conclusions and recommendations.
Options Studied
Option 1 - Cycle _ baseline
Option 2 - Alternate concept - interface joint relocated to sta 2379.70, avionics and RCS packaged
in new extended fwd skin.
Key Study Results
The RCS tankage size and location requires the skirt to be extended approx 8 feet to provide the
required packaging volume. This extended skirt then has sufficient space to package the launch
vehicle avionics. The new configuration still provides adequate clearance to allow the CTV engines
to occupy the inner volume. Moving the field joint to its new location redtr, e,s the interface diameter
which should result in a reduced weight.
Conclusions
The alternate concept will permit full IACO of Core Stage. The concept provides adequate space
for packaging of avionics and propulsion components. It does however require the relocation of
the interface joint and reduces the length of the interstage.
Study Recommendations
Study the alternate configuration further in cycle 1.
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STA 2284.80
Interstage (part of
encapsulated payload)
Launch vehicle
avionics and RC_
packaged in
interstage
STA 2473._
RCS tankage
STA 2569.80
t
96.00
lwd skirt
T
Cycle £) baseline
STA 2379.70 l
189.70
fwd skirt
STA 2569.80 _
Launch vehicle
avionics and RCS
packaged in
proposed fwd
skirt allowing
complete check-or
of oore tankage at
build site
Additional Information
See Doc # MMCNLS.SR.00I.Book l for more detailed results.
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6.2.3.4.4 Alternate Fwd Skirt Configuration (#3-C-001C)
Objective
Determine if an alternate concept for the forward skirt and intertank would permit full core stage
IACO at build site.
Issue
Core stage cannot be fully checked out at build site because some avionics and propulsion
components are located in the interstage which is not part of the core stage. The interstage is
required as part of the encapsulated payload concept and would be mated to the launch vehicle at
KSC.
Approach
(a) Obtain definition of cycle 0 reference configuration.
(b) Develop concept for packaging launch vehicle avionics and RCS in an expanded fwd skirt.
(c) Evaluate against ref configuration.
(d) Prepare conclusions and recommendations.
Options Studied
Option I - Cycle 0 baseline
Option 2 - Alternate concept - interface joint relocated to sta 2379.70, avionics and RCS packaged
in new extended fwd skirt.
Key Study Results
The RCS tankage size and location requires the skirt m be extended approx 8 feet to provide the
required packaging volume. This extended skirt then has sufficient space to package the launch
vehicle avionics. The new configuration still provides adequate clearance to allow the CTV engines
to occupy the inner volume. Moving the field joint to its new location reduces the interface diameter
which should result in a reduced weight.
Conclusions
The alternate concept will permit full IACO of Core Stage. The concept provides adequate.space
for packaging of avionics and propulsion c?mponents. It does however require the relocauon of
the interface joint and reduces the length of the mlerstage.
Study Recommendations
Study the alternate configuration further in cycle 1.
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STA 2284.80
Interstage (part of
encapsulated payload)
Launch vehicle
avionics and RC_
packaged in
interstage
STA 2473.80
RCS tankage
STA 2569.80
t
96.00
fwd skirt
T
Cycle O baseline
STA 2379.70 l
189.70
fwd skirt
STA 2569.80 I
Launch vehicle
avionics and RCS
packaged in
proposed fwd
sldrt allowing
complete check-or
of core tankage at
build site
Additional Information
S¢¢ Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed rcsuks.
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6.2.1.4.8 Alternate Hold Down for 1.5 Stage (3-S-007)
Objective
Evaluatethe benefitsand impactstothe 1.5Stagevehiclewhen itissupportedon thelaunchpad at
the forward SRB fittings instead of being cantilevered from the base of the propulsion module.
Approach
(a) Review requirements, establish ground rules
(b) Determine critical load conditions and support loads
(c) Review reference vehicle (Common Core) for critical conditions and loads
(d) Identify impacts to the reference vehicle
(e) Evaluate weight impacts/savings for the common core vehicle
(f) Perform dynamic assessment of concepts
(g)Document resul_
Options Studied
GSE su'ucmre simulating the SRB stiffness would attach to the forward SRB fittings (Station
2985) and aft SRB fittings (Station 4058). The GSE structure would deploy at lift off to provide
clearance for the vehicle.
Key Study Results
A crossbeam would have to be added to the Intertank and the shell stiffened locally to carry the
increased (over the ET values) loads. Approximalely 30 intermediate rings could be removed from
the L2"I2 tank and the barrel membrane thickness reduced substantially. The propulsion module
could be resized to remove the hold down suucuue.
Lift off is significantly more complex. Strain energy is stored in the slrucmre when the engines are
running, but before separation from the MLP. This energy can be released differently depending
on the release method chosen, none of which are simple. Severe transient loads are induced from
the sudden release of the strain energy. The more slowly the swain energy is released, the longer
the vehicle will be in close proximity to the tower, which is not desirable.
Conclusions
Up to 5000 lbs. can be saved by supporting the 1.5 Stage vehicle at the forward SRB fittings.
However, the concept is considered to be a high risk item, particularly in the area of lift off
dynamics and hold down pin reu'action.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the baseline approach for holding down the 1.5 Stage vehicle.
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NIP
18 dag
Ccmon Co=e V_a£e..le
Naam P:operc.tes Oh;. z,US)
comjjx_m_t8 Ra£ezlmoe, JULte=nate A (Deltas)
Zntez_ank 12683 14683 +2000
ZdS2 Tank 39221 34421 -4800
_t St=u_v_u_n 108125 106325 -1800
Cont_ (Znc_ud_5) (TJ_Xud_l) -240
Total D=3' _::. 204290 199250 -504
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NI_.SR.O01 Book I for more deta/led _,s_.
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5.2.6.4.3 Tank Length vs Facility Impacts (#3-S-008A)
Objective
Assessed the ext_'nal tank manufacuning tooling and facilities to determine the impact of increased
tank length.
Approach
Each major tooling position and processing facility was analyzed to detcm_e:
(1) current maximum length capability of tools and cells
('2) modifications required fef each step of incremental growth up to building or
other limitation.
Key Study Results
Cell E - Internal LH2 Clean and Iriditc:
Stretch up to 5 ft , Minor Tool & FacilityModificafioo
Stretch 5 to 11 ft - Raise Roof & Lengthen Door
Stretch 11 to 17 ft - Raise Roof, Lengthen Door & Lower Sill
Stretch Over 17 ft - New cell
CellA -Core Tankage Stack:
StretchLH2 Tank 8 ft6in
Su_tch8 ft6 into12ft
Stretch Or= 12 fi
- No majorfacilityrood.
- Modify TPS Cioseout Room
- New cell
Reactivate existing Cells M & N for LO2 & I.,H2 Tank SOFI
Existing Proof Test facility can accommodate up to 11 fi stretch (Pressure Only). Applied loads
may require new facility
Conclusions
Referenoe configuration 5 ft 1H2 Tank stretch mnfinned
Tank Stretch up to 11 ft is possible with modifications.
New Facilide,VMajor Mods are Required above 11 fi but can be
Recommendations
Use study results as an input to Propulsion Tank Stretch Study P-001
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Tank Processing Cells
Cells B/C LH2 SOFI
Cell D LH2 Aft Dome SOFI
Cell E LH2 Int Clean
Cell F LO2 Hydro Test
Cell P Ext Clean & Prime
Cell A Veh. Stack
1192
Cells N (Alternative) LH2 SOR
Cells M LO2 SOR
C_cle Zero Structures Data Package Pa_e 2
_: I B/C Capacity Limited - Requires I
ITumoverOperation Use AN. Cell N I
Use A_. Cell N i :!
4 8 12 16
Achievable with Minor Tooling and Facility Mods
r.. z ,, ,,.. _, Major Facility Mods - (ET Downtime Greater Than 9 Me.)
n-m-m'm-m'rm Modify Alternative Facility
New Facility Required
LengthvsFacility impacts for Tank cells
LH2 Major Weld Assy
Final Assy (Bldg 103)
LH2 Proof Test (Bldg 451)
Test & Checkout (Bldg 420)
....... _ .... _ I r
11'- C" _ •
............... V N,,wFm WP.._rU
14'- 0"
W
Growth (ft) 1 1
Achievable with Minor Tooling and Facility Mods
Facility Mods
Relocate Fwd Dome Attach Tooling
Extend Existing Bldg
LH2 Tank Proof Test( Pressure Only) up to 11 ftiIIiIlilllIIIIIIII
(Applied Loads May Require New Facility)
Length vs Facility impacts for Assembly Facilities
Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.6.4.3 Tank Length vs Facility Impacts (#3-S-008A)
Objective
Assessed the external tank manufacturing tooling and facilities to determine the impact of increased
tank length.
Approach
Each major tooling position and processing facility was analyzed to determine:
(1) current maximum length capability of tools and cells
(2) modifications required for each step of inm,emcntal growth up to building or
other limitation.
Key Study Results
Cell E - Internal I..I-12 Clean and Iridite:
Stretch up to 5 ft . Minor Tool & Facifity Modifwamtion
Stretch 5 to 11 ft - Raise Roof & Lengthc_ Door
Stretch 11 m 17 ft - Raise Roof, Lengthen Door & Lower Sill
Stretch Over 17 ft - New cell
Cell A - Core Tankage Stack:
Stretch LH2 Tank 8 ft 6 in
Stretch 8 ft 6 in to 12 ft
Stretch Over 12 ft
- No major facility rood.
- Modify TPS Cioseout Room
- New cell
Reactivate existing Cells M & N for I.,O2 & LH2 Tank SOFI
Existing Proof Test facility can accommodate up to 11 ft stretch (Pressm'e Only). Applied loads
may require new facility
Conclusions
Reference configuration 5 ft L,H2 Tank smutch confirmed
Tank Stretch up to 11 ft is possible with modifications.
New Facilities/Major Mods are Required above 11 fi but can be atr.ommod_ed
Recommendations
Use study results as an input to Propulsion Tank Stretch Study P-O01
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Tank Processing Cells
Cells B/C LH2 SOFI
Cell D LH2 Aft Dome SOFI
Cell E LH2 Int Clean
Cell F LO2 Hydro Test
Cell P Ext Clean & Prime
Cell A Veh. Stack
1/92
Cells N (Alternative) LH2 SOFI
Cells M LO2 SOFI
C_cle Zero Structures, Data Package Pag, e 2
i 5 ft I B/C Capacity Limited - Requires I
_m_ommmm _urn0ver Operation Use AIt. Cell N I
Not Required Use Ait. Cell N _
Ad_uteitor LO2 R_uim_nt i I
12_..(r(ir_=
In 12 It I
Adequate for LO2 Requirement
i :!
4 8 12 16
Achievable with Minor Tooling and Facility Mods
Major Facility Mods - (ET Downtime Greater Than 9 Mo.)
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Modify Alternative Facility
New Facility Required
Length vs Facility impacts for Tank
LH2 Major Weld Assy
Final Assy (Bldg 103)
LH2 Proof Test (Bldg 451)
Test & Checkout (Bldg 420)
cells
0"
9'- 0" 17_, 0"
11'-¢
im_U_lm m mmmlm lll_
New Facllily Required
14'- O"
Growth (it) 8 1 1 1
Achievable with Minor Tooling and Facility Mods
Facility Mods
Relocate Fwd Dome Attach Tooling
Extend Existing Bldg
LH2 Tank Proof Test( Pressure Only) up to 11 ft
(Applied Loads May Require New Facility)
Length vs Facility impacts for Assembly Facilities
Additional Information
Scc Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more deudlcd re.sults
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5.2.6.4.4 LH2 Tank Sizing vs. Pressure (3-S-008B)
Objective
This trade study develops the impacts to the LH2 tank pressure shell for increasing ullage
pressures up to 80 psig. (The baseline pressure is 34 psig).
Approach
(a) Determine pressure capability of the Reference Configuration
(b) Establish critical load conditions
(c) Perform analysis to determine memlrane and weld land thickness requirements for pressures
above the capability of the Reference Configuration
(d) Develop weight impacts to the Refiaence Configuration
(e) Evaluate impact to manufactm'ing for increased thickness
(f) Evaluate whether impacts can be reduced by the use of the biaxial yield theory and frame size
reduction.
(g) Document results of the study and prepare conclusions
Options Studied
Ullage pressures from 34 psig to 80 psig.
Key Results
The weight impact is roughly 450 Lbs. per psi. No tooling impacts are identified until ullage
pressures reach 50 psig. Major tooling impacts occur once ullage pressures exceed 70 psig. There
is no weight savings for ullage pressure below the baseline pressure because the skin is sized for
compression, not pressure induced tension. There is no weight savings for frame redesign since
the flames are required for an unpressurized condition. The weight penalty may be mitigated b.y
500 to 1200 lbs., depending on the max/mum ullage pressure, if the biaxial yield theory is
adopted.
Conclusions
This study identified the weight impacts for ullage pressures between 20 and 80 psig. The weight
increase is fairly linear and unbounded for increasing ullage pressures.
Recommendation
Use the results of this wade as an input to the propulsion studies of engine performance vs. ullage
pressure.
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Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.6.4.4 LH2 Tank Sizing vs. Pressure (3-S-008B)
Objective
This trade study develops the impacts to the LH2 tank pressure shell for increasing ullage
pressures up to 80 psig. (The baseline pressure is 34 psig).
Approach
(a) Determine pressure capability of the Reference Configuration
(b) Establish critical load conditions
(c) Perform analysis to determine membrane and weld land thickness requirements for pressures
above the capability of the Reference Configuration
(d) Develop weight impacts to the Reference Configuration
(e) Evaluate impact to manufacturing for increased thickness
(f) Evaluate whether impacts can be reduced by the use of the biaxial yield theory and frame size
reduction.
(g) Document results of the study and prepare conclusions
Options Studied
Ullage pressures from 34 psig to 80 psig.
Key Results
The weight impact is roughly 450 Lbs. per psi. No tooling impacts are identified until ullage
pressures reach 50 psig. Major tooling impacts occur once ullage pressures exceed 70 psig. There
is no weight savings for ullage pressure below the baseline pressure because the skin is sized for
compression, not pressure induced tension. There is no weight savings for frame redesign since
the frames are required for an unpressurized condition. The weight penalty may be mitigated by
500 to 1200 lbs., depending on the maximum ullage pressure, if the biaxial yield theory is
adopted.
Conclusions
This study identified the weight impacts for ullage pressures between 20 and 80 psig. The weight
increase is fairly linear and unbounded for increasing ullage pressures.
Recommendation
Use the results of this trade as an input to the propulsion studies of engine performance vs. ullage
pressure.
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5.2.6.4.5 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-008C)
Objective
To develop weight sensitivities of the LH2 tank by varying pitch and stiffener size.
Approach
a) Use current configurations as baseline
b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading (lb pet circumferential inch)
c) Document assumptions made and factors of safety used.
d) Produce t bat vs pitch sensititivities
e) Prepare conclusions and recomn_ndations
Key Study Results
The current internal T section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda 11 was
used to optimize stringer size for varying pitch and load. Ring frame spacing based on the
reference configuration was used. The weight (tbar) trend shows that an optimum occurs at a
stringer pitch of 2.0 inches for an axial compression load of 2600 Ib/inch. However 2.0 inch
spacing may not be practical. It appears that stringer spacings of 4 to 5 inches may offer sizable
benefits
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity data was generated by varying the stringer pitch while maintaining the the
reference configurations integrally machined longitudinal tee stiffened panel approach. The Panda
11 optimized configuration developed offers weight savings compared to the baseline configuration
but is not considered producable.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration tJt2 tank barrel con.figuration. During cycle 1, study an
alternate barrel panel with smnger spacing and/or varying frame spacing increased over the
optimized configuration but less than the reference, in addition study the impact of varing frame
spacing on the stiffener pitch.
lO0
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Additional Information
Details of this study are contained in Doc #MMC.NLS.SR.001.BOOK 1
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6.2.6.4.5 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-008C)
Objective
To develop weight sensitivities of the LH2 tank by varying pitch and stiffener size.
Approach
a) Use current configurations as baseline
b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading(Ibper circumferentialinch)
c)Document assumptionsmade and factorsof safetyused.
d) Produce tbar vs pitchsensititivities
e)Prepareconclusionsand recommendations
Key Study Results
The currentinternalT sectionstringerswere used as thebaselineconfigurationand Panda IIwas
used to optimize stringersize for varying pitch and load.Ring frame spacing based on the
referenceconfigurationwas used. The weight (tbar)trend shows thatan optimum occurs ata
stringerpitch of 2.0 inches for an axialcompression load of 2600 Ib/inch.However 2.0 inch
spacing may not be practical.Itappears thatstringerspacingsof 4 to5 inches may offersizable
benefits
Conclusions
Weight sensitivitydata was generated by varying the stringerpitch while maintaining the the
referenceconfigurationsintegrallymachined longitudinaltee stiffenedpanel approach.The Panda
IIoptimizedconfigurationdeveloped offersweight savingscompared tothebaselineconfiguration
but isnot consideredproducable.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration LH2 tank barrel configuration. During cycle 1, study an
alternate bah'el panel with stringer spacing and/or varying frame spacing increased over the
optimized configuration but less than the reference, in addition study the impact of varing frmne
spacing on the stiffener pitch.
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5.2.6.4.6 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV.STR-015-C)
Objective
This trade study developed and evaluated alternative panel construction methods for the LH2 tank
barrel panels.
Approach
(a) Define a point of depama'e LO2 tank panel.
(b) Identify concept options for skin panels.
(c) Estimate weight deltas,producibility, and cost.
(d) Evaluate options.
(e) Select prefened option.
Options Studied - LH2 Tank
Option 1 - Machine Panel With Tee Stiffeners (Baseline)
Option 2 - Machined Blade-Stiffened Panel
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel
Option 4 -Machined IsogridPanel
Option 5 -Welded Panel
Option 6 - Mechanically Fastened Sdffened Panel
Option 7 - Extruded Panel
Key Study Results
All options were compared to the Option 1 Reference Configuration. Option 2 had an 8% decrease
in weight and ranked 2nd lowest cost. Option 3 had a 5% increase in weight and was the 5th
lowest cost. Opdon 4 had 12% decrease in weight and was 3rd lowest cost. Option 5 had the same
weight as baseline and had the highest costs..option 6 had an increase weight of 1% and was 4th
lowest cost. Option 7 had no weight increase. Cost estimates could not be performed on this option
due to insufficient data.
Conclusions
Seven alternative construction methods were studied. The longitudinal tee-stiffened panels offered
excellent synergism with ET and related tooling, and were lower in costs. Option 2 was eliminated
due to poor External Tank synergism and complicated intermediate frame attachment. Option 3 was
eliminated due to excessive DDT&E costs. Option 4, although requiring additional development
work, may be an attractive method of consu'uodon due to the possibility of eliminating intermediate
frames and weight. Option 5's ET synergism was excetlent but was eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 6 also had excellent ET synergism, but was also eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 7 could be the most promising of all the if the technology proves to be
feasible.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline. Continue to study the followingviable alternative designs during
Cycle I:
- Option 1 -M/C PanelWithTee Sfiffeae_ (Baseline)
- Option4 - Machinediso_ridpanel
- Follow the progress and developmcmt of Option 7
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•Machined Panel W/Tee-Stiffenlng.
Option 1 - Baseline Panel (P.O.D.)
•Sy.otflsCi¢ W/ Iztetna/ T_.
•Utilizes Existing ET Processes
ToolA_ng.
•Design ConalaCanC Nith Maximum
Axial Load.
l
__ MaC_Li_ed Panel W/ Blade-Stiffening.[
Design Cona4aCant NiCh Maximum I
2 - Math.Blade-Stiff. Panel Axial Load. J
l
* Machined Nafflo Panel NI Long. C
Transv. 8tlf fenlng.
Pgo_sse- And Tooling
It*qu_ed.
Designed For Maximum Axial &
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel Beading Loading Conditions.
" * Psnels I_l::udmd Through Cl=(mla: Die
(S_r£nge:s P_cruded On Outs£dm 0£ C£:ale).
• After Panalm Axe Ir_l:xw_lmd They A:o Kmated
And Rolled Out Into Flat Panels And
Allowed To Cool.
• lla, mJL'U_ 35,000 Ton Press.
• Mew P]:ooesse8 And Tooling Rmqu/=ed.
Opt£on 7 - lr_cx_lad Panel
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.OOI.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.6.4.6 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV-STR-015-C)
Objective
This trade study developed and evaluated ahemative panel construction methods for the LM2 tank
barrel panels.
Approach
(a) Define a point of departure LO2 tank panel.
(b) Identify concept options for skin panels.
(c) Estimate weight deltas,producibility, and cost.
(d) Evaluate options.
(e) Select preferred option.
Options Studied . LH2 Tank
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option5
Option 6
Option 7
- Machine Panel With Tee Stiffeners (Baseline)
- Machined Blade-Stiffened Panel
- Machined Waffle Panel
-Machined IsogridPanel
-Welded Panel
- Mechanically Fastened Stiffened Panel
- Exu'uded Panel
Key Study Results
All options were compared to the Option 1 Reference Configuration. Option 2 had an 8% decrease
in weight and ranked 2nd lowest cost. Option 3 had a 5% increase in weight and was the 5th
lowest cost. Option 4 had 12% decrease in weight and was 3rd lowest cost. Option 5 had the same
weight as baseline and had the highest costs..Option 6 had an increase weight of 1% and was 4th
lowest cost. Option 7 had no weight increase. Cost estimates could not be performed on this option
due to insufficient data.
Conclusions
Seven alternative construction methods were studied. The longitudinal tee-stiffened panels offered
excellent synergism with ET and related tooling, and were lower in costs. Option 2 was eliminated
due topoor ExternalTank synergism and complicatedintermediateframe attachment.Option 3 was
eliminateddue toexcessiveDDT&E costs.Option 4,although requiringadditionaldevelopment
work, may be an attractivemethod of constructiondue tothepossibilityof eliminatingintermediate
frames and weight.Option 5'sET synergism was excellentbut was eliminateddue to excessive
DDT&E costs.Option 6 alsohad excellentET synergism,butwas alsoeliminateddue toexcessive
DDT&E costs.Option 7 could bc the most promising of allthe ifthe technology proves to be
feasible.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline.Continue tostudy thefollowingviablealternativedesignsduring
Cycle I:
- OptionI-M/C PanelWithTee Stiffeners(Baseline)
- Option 4 - Machined isogrid panel.
- Follow the progress and development of Option 7
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Option I - Baseline Panel (P.O.D.)
•Machined Panel W/Tee-Stiffening.
• Synergistic W/ External Tank.
• Utilizes Existing ET Processes
And Tooling.
• Design Consistent With Maximum
Axial Load.
I
__ Machined Panel W/ Blade-Stiffening. I
Demign Consistent With Maximum i
2 - Mech. Blade-Staff" . Panel Axial Load. . J
• Machined Waffle Panel W/ Long. &
Transv. stir fenlng.
New Processes And Tooling
_irld.
Designed For Max_u_ Axial &
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel Bending Loading Conditions.
, i
" * 1Daaols ]r,z'crud_ Thzough Ct_culaz Die
(Its:ingots ]r.]ctz'udod On Outside Of ClEcle).
• Aftez Pa_el8 Aze Zxtz_dad They Azo 1eared
And Belled Out Into Flat Panels And
Allowed To Cool.
• Requizes 35,000 Ton P:ess.
• New Pro=esJes And Tooling Required.
Option 7 - ExtEuded Panel
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NI_.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.5.4.2 Intertank Commonality Assessment(#3-S-009A)
Objective
Study the commonality between FILLV, 1.5 Stage, and STS Intertanks and recommend degree of
commonality.
Approach
(a) Develop a "Standalone" HLLV intertank config.
(b) Develop a "Standalone" 1.5 Stage intertank config.
(c) Compare "Standalone" configs, with the reference.
(d) Identify the level of part commonality between HLLV, 1.5 Stage, and STS int_.
(e) Develop weight estimates and compare to reference.
Groundrules
Intertank length and diameter as EI'.
Basic panel construction similar to ET.
Omit all requirements for SRB attachment on 1.5 Stage.
Interfaces and penetrations as the reference.
Frame locations as reference, frames may be omitted or reduced in size.
Frame depths may vary.
Key Study Results
The standard HLLV intertank was identified as almost identical to the common core NLS intertank,
indicating that ASRB loads are the prime driver. A significant weight saving of over 5 Klbs can be
achieved by designing a standalone 1.5 Stage intertank. This requires an additional STA which
adds DDT&E cost. The standalone intertank can be produced on existing ET tooling with minimal
modifications.
Conclusions
A standalone intertank for the 1.5 Stage is very attractive due to the significant weight savings
(40%). Very little part commonality exists between STS, HLLV and 1.5 Stage intertanks when
designed as unique standalone configurations. Commonality does exist in panel construction
methods, tooling, and build approach.
Study Recommendations
During Cycle 1 a more in depth study should be performed to confirm 1.5 Stage intertank weight
savings. This study should also incorporate results from trade study on stiffener pitch sensitivity
(see 5.2.5.4.3).
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Common Ring Frame (5)
- Fabricated I-Beam , ___
NLS Skin/Stringer Panels
- Mechanically Fastened
Stringer-Stiffened Panel
(Thrust Panels Omitted)
Xn 2852.80 Xn 2897.1 Xn 3034.2 Xn 3123.15
LO2 Tank I/F Xn 2941.4 Xn3082.0 LH2 Tank I/F
Skin/Stringer Panel XSection
Intertank
NSTS
HLLV
1.5 Stage
weight
12152
14509
7608
Nominal Stiffener Detail
1.5 Stage Standalone lntertank
Additional Information
See Dec # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book I for more detailed results.
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6.2.5.4.2 Intertank Commonality Assessment(#3-S-009A)
Objective
Study the commonality between HLLV, 1.5 Stage, and STS Intertanks and recommend degree of
commonality.
Approach
(a) Develop a "Standalone" HLLV intertank config.
(b) Develop a "Standalone" 1.5 Stage intertank config.
(c) Compare "Standalone" configs, with the reference.
(d) Identify the level of part commonality between HLLV, 1.5 Stage, and STS intenanks.
(e) Develop weight estimates and compare to reference.
Groundrules
Intcrtank length and diameter as El'.
Basic panel construction similar to ET.
Omit all requirements for SRB attachment on 1.5 Stage.
Interfaces and penetrations as the reference.
Frame locations as reference, frames may be omitted or reduced in size.
Frame depths may vary.
Key Study Results
The standard HI.,LV intcrtank was identified as almost identical to the common core NLS intertank,
indicating that ASRB loads are the prime driver. A significant weight saving of over 5 Klbs can be
achieved by designing a standalone 1.5 Stage intcrtank. This requires an additional STA which
adds DDT&E cost. The standalone intertank can be produced on existing E'I" tooling with minimal
modifications.
Conclusions
A standalone intertank for the 1.5 Stage is very attractive due to the significant weight savings
(40%). Very little part commonality exists between STS, I-ILLV and 1.5 Stage intertanks when
designed as unique standalone configurations. Commonality does exist in panel construction
methods, tooling, and build approach.
Study Recommendations
During Cycle 1 a more in depth study should be performed to confirm 1.5 Stage intertank weight
savings. This study should also incorporate results from trade study on stiffener pitch sensitivity
(see 6.2.5.4.3).
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Common Ring Frame (5)
- Fabricated I-Beam
NLS Skin/Stringer Panels (8)
- Mechanically Fastened
Stringer-Stiffened Panel
(Thrust Panels Omitted)
Xn 2852.80 Xn 2897.1 Xn 3034.2 Xn 3123.15
LO2 Tank I/F Xn 2941.4 Xn3082.0 LH2 Tank I/F
±5 ISL (Ref)
Skin/Stringer Panel XSection
Intertank
NSTS
HLLV
1.5 Stage
Weight
12152
14509
7608
92 4
Nominal Stiffener Detail
1_5Sure S_nd_doecInm,umk
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR,001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.5.4.3 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-O09B)
Objective
Develop the intertankweight sensitivitiesofvaryingpitchand stiffenersize.
Approach
a)Use currentconfigurationsas baseline
b)Use thePanda IIprogram toproduce panelweightdam withvaryingstringerpitchand axial
loading(Ibper circumferentialinch)
c)Document assumptions made and factorsof safetyused.
d) Produce t bar vs pitch sensiddvities
e) Prepare conclusions and recommendations
Key Study Results
The currenthat sectionsuingerswere used as thebaselineconfigurationand Panda IIwas used to
optimize stiffenersizefor varying pitch and load.Ring frame spacing based on the reference
configurarlon was used. The weight(tbar) trend resulm shows that an optimum occurs at a stringer
pitch of 7.33 inches for an axial compression load of 44001b/'m. However the optimum sn'inger
sectionindicatedby Panda needs an increaseinthe attachmentflangewidth toprovide room and
edge distance for the skin/stringer attachments. Once this modification is incorporated the current
reference becomes close to optimum.
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity dam was generated by varying the suinger pitch while maintaining the reference
configuration skin/hat section fabricated cons_ucdon approach. The modified Panda II opdmized
configuration is lighter compared to the baseline configuration. However modifications to produce
a practical design may not provide significant weight savings on a common I/T driven by HLLV
loads.
Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration I/T stringer pitch and size. During cycle 1, study different
stringer configurations when defining the 'stand alone' 1.5 stage intertank identified in section
5.2.5.4.2
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Intertank
Nx Vs tbar
0.3 T Nx Ib/in
0.29 -:_
0.28,__
o._7I___ -"026 + _- .__ /in
0.25.1. _ _._I _
0.24 =._ _"
0.23"t"_ -_
0.22 "1" "_..=
0.21 "1" _"P"_
0.21 I I I I
Stringer Stringer Stringer Stringer Stringer
Spacing - Spacing Spacing = Spacing Spacing -
4.0" -5.0" 7.33 " ,,10.0 " 12.0 "
_u_ 4400
5200
°_ 5600
i
I
Currant Design Panda II OpUmlzed Design
• 4400 IIVIn un)
Stringer Spacing : 7.33" Strlnger Spaclng • 7.33"
Frame Spacing • 45.0" Frame Spaclng • 45.0" Frame Spacing = 45.0"
Tbar:0.238" 11bars021" Tbar:0.241
Panda II Optimized Design
(Nx • 5200 Ib/in ult)
Stringer Spacing • 10.0"
Additional Information
Details of this study are contained in Doc #MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1
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6.2.5.4.3 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-009B)
Objective
Develop the intertank weight sensitivities of varying pitch and stiffener size.
Approach
a) Use current configurations as baseline
b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading (lb per circumferential inch)
c) Document assumptions made and factors of safety used.
d) Produce t bar vs pitch sensititiviries
e) Prepare conclusions and recommendations
Key Study Results
The current hat section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda II was used to
optimize stiffener size for varying pitch and load. Ring frame spacing based on the reference
configuration was used. The weight(that) trend results shows that an optimum occurs at a stringer
pitch of 7.33 inches for an axial compression load of 44001bhn. However the optimum stringer
section indicated by Panda needs an increase in the attachment flange width to provide room and
edge distance for the skin/stringer attachments. Once this modification is incorporated the current
reference becomes close to optimum.
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity data was generated by varying the stringer pitch while maintaining the reference
configuration skin/hat section fabricated construction approach. The modified Panda II optimized
configuration is lighter compared to the baseline configuration. However modifications to produce
a practical design may not provide significant weight savings on a common I/'T driven by HLLV
loads.
Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration Lrl"stringer pitch and size. During cycle 1, study different
stringer configurations when defining the 'stand alone' 1.5 stage intertank identified in section
6.2.5.4.2
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Intertank
Nx Vs tbar
0.3 T Nx Ib/in
0.29 -_
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
. 4
t
0.22
• I I
Stringer Stringer Stringer Stringer Stringer
Spacing = Spacing Spacing = Spacing Spacing =
4.0 " =5.0 " 7.33 * = 10.0 " 12.0 "
_=_ 4400
5200
° _ 5600
4.43" _ - _ 2.0 _ "_l-2.0
Current Design Plndl II Optimized Design Panda II Optimized Design
(Nx = 4400 Ib/in ult) (Nx. 5200 Ib/in ult)
Stringer Spacing • 7.33" Stringer Spacing • 7.33" Stringer Spacing : 10.0"
Frame Spacing = 45.0" Frame Spacing = 45.0" Frame Spacing = 45.0"
Tbsr•0.238" Tber=0.21" Tbar=O.241
Additional Information
Details of this study are contained in Doc #MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1
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I Illl I
5.2.4.4.3 LO2 Tank Sizing vs. Pressure (3-S-010A)
Objective
This trade study develops the impacts to the LO2 tank pressure shell for ullage pressures of 10 psig
to 80 psig. (The baseline ullage pressure is 30 prig).
Approach
(a) Determine pressure capability of the Reference Configuration
(b) Assume uniform load distribution and establish critical load conditions
(c) Perform analysis to determine membrane and weld land thickness requirements for pressures
above the capability of the Reference Configm'afion
(d) Develop weight impacts to the Reference Configuration
(e) Evaluate impact to manufacturing for increased thickness
(0 Evaluate whether impacts can be reduced by the use of the biaxial yield theory and frame size
reduction.
(g) Document results of the study and prepare conclusions
Options Studied
Ullage pressures in 10 psig increments from 10 psig to 80 psig
Key Results
The weight impacts for a specific pressure is approximately 200 Lbs per psi. Minor tooling
modifications are necessary for any increase in ullage pressure. Major tooling impacts occur once
ullage pressures exceed 40 psig. There is a weight reduction to the LOX tank for ullage pressures
below 30 psig. Ullage pressure may be as low as 10 psig before the weight reduction trend ends.
Since the shell is sized for the proof test, a 300 Lbs. to 400 Lbs. reduction to the weight penalty
may be realized by using the biaxial yield theory. This weight reduction is limited by the flight
membrane thickness requirement.
Conclusions
This study identified the weight impacts for ullage pressures between 10 and 80 psig. The weight
increase is fairly linear and unbounded for increasing ullage pressures. The weight reduction is
linear and bounded for decreasing ullage pressures.
Recommendations
Use the results of this trade as an input to the propulsion studies of engine performance vs. ullage
pressure.
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6.2.4.4.3 LO2 Tank Sizing vs. Pressure (3-S-010A)
Objective
This trade study develops the impacts to the LO2 tank pressure shell for ullage pressures of 10 psig
to 80 psig. (The baseline ullage pressure is 30 psig).
Approach
(a) Determine pressure capability of the Reference Configuration
(b) Assume uniform load distribution and establish critical load conditions
(c) Perform analysis to determine membrane and weld land thickness requirements for pressures
above the capability of the Reference Configuration
(d) Develop weight impacts to the Reference Configuration
(e) Evaluate impact to manufacturing for increased thickness
(f') Evaluate whether impacts can be reduced by the use of the biaxial yield theory and frame size
reduction.
(g) Document results of the study and prepare conclusions
Options Studied
Ullage pressures in 10 psig increments from 10 psig to 80 psig
Key Results
The weight impacts for a specific pressure is approximately 200 Lbs per psi. Minor tooling
modifications are necessary for any increase in ullage pressure. Major tooling impacts occur once
ullage pressures exceed 40 psig. There is a weight reduction to the LOX tank for ullage pressures
below 30 psig. Ullage pressure may be as low as 10 psig before the weight reduction trend ends.
Since the shell is sized for the proof test, a 300 Lbs. to 400 Lbs. reduction to the weight penalty
may be realized by using the biaxial yield theory. This weight reduction is limited by the flight
membrane thickness requirement.
Conclusions
This study identified the weight impacts for ullage pressures between 10 and 80 psig. The weight
increase is fairly linear and unbounded for increasing ullage pressures. The weight reduction is
linear and bounded for decreasing ullage pressures.
Recommendations
Use the results of this wade as an input to the propulsion studies of engine performance vs. ullage
pressure.
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5.2.4.4.4 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-010B)
Objective
Develop the LO2 Tank weight sensitivities of varying pitch and stiffener size.
Approach
a) Use current configurations as baseline
b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading (lb per circumferential inch)
c) Document assumptions made and factors of safety used.
d) Produce t bar vs pitch sensidtivifies
e) Prepare conclusions and recommendations
Key Study Results
The current internal T section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda II was
used to optimize sn'inger size for varying pitch and load. Ring frame spacing based on the
reference configuration was used. The weight (tbar) trend shows that an optimum occurs at a
stringer pitch of 4.0 inches for an axial cominession load of 960 lb/'mch.
Conclusions
v
Weight sensitivity dam was generated by varying the stringer pitch while maintaining the reference
configurations integrally machined longitudinal tee stiffened panel approach. The Panda LI
optimized configuration developed offers weight ravings compared to the baseline configuration. It
does however require a thicker billet and closer stiffener pitch.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration LO2 tank barrel configuration. During cycle 1, study an
alternate barrel panel with reduced stringe_ spacing and/or varying frame spacing.
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Lox Tank
Nx Vs Tbar
o.18_
0.16 *
0.14
0.12
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.0_ I I I
Stringer Stringer Stringer Stringer
Spacing Spacing Spacing Spacing
=4.0 --5.0 =7.33 =10.0
Nx Ib/in
• 965
-'-'-0-----1345
_*_1600
O"
Currant Design
Stringer Spacing=lO.832"
Frame Spa¢ing=34.9"
Takin=0.170
Optimized Design
Nx=960 Ib/In
Stringer Spacing=4.0"
Frame Spaclng=34.9"
Tlkin=O.067
Optimized Design
Nx,,1345 Ib/in
Stringer Spacing=4_"
Frame Spacing=34.9"
Taddn,,O.OTS
Tbar=0.193 l"bar--O.0963 Tbar=0.1043
Additional Information
Details of this study are contained in Doc #MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book l
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6.2.4.4.4 Stiffener Pitch Sensitivity Study (# 3-S-010B)
Objective
Develop the LO2 Tank weight sensitivities of varying pitch and stiffener size.
Approach
a) Use current configurations as baseline
b) Use the Panda II program to produce panel weight data with varying stringer pitch and axial
loading (lb per circumferential inch)
c) Document assumptions made and factors of safety used.
d) Produce t bar vs pitch sensititivities
e) Prepare conclusions and recommendations
Key Study Results
The current internal T section stringers were used as the baseline configuration and Panda II was
used to optimize stringer size for varying pitch and load. Ring frame spacing based on the
reference configuration was used. The weight (tbar) trend shows that an optimum occurs at a
stringer pitch of 4.0 inches for an axial compression load of 960 lb/hach.
Conclusions
Weight sensitivity data was generated by varying the stringer pitch while maintaining the reference
configurations integrally machined longitudinal tee stiffened panel approach. The Panda II
op "ttmized configuration developed offers weight savings compared to the baseline configuration. It
does however require a thicker billet and closer stiffener pitch.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the reference configuration LO2 tank barrel configuration. During cycle 1, study an
alternate barrel panel with reduced stringer spat:hag and/or varying flame spacing.
V T
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Lox Tank
Nx Vs Tbar
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Additional Information
Details of this study are contained in Doc #MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1
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5.2.4.4.5 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV-STR-015-C)
Objective
Develop and evaluate alternative panel construction methods for the LO2 tank barrel panels.
Approach
(a) Define a point of departure & Identify concept options for skin panels.
(b) Estimate weight deltas,producibility, and cost.
(c) Evaluate options.
(d) Select preferred option.
Options Studied - LO2 Tank
Option 1 - Machine Panel With Tee Stiffeners (Baseline)
Option 2 - Machined Blade-Stiffened Panel
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel
Option 4 - Machined Isogrid Panel
Option 5 - Welded Panel
Option 6 - Mechanically Fastened Sdffened Panel
Option 7 - Extruded Panel
Key Study Results
All options were compared to the Option 1 Reference Configuration. Option 2 had an 8% decrease
in weight and ranked 2nd lowest cost. Option 3 had a 5% increase in weight and was the 5th
lowest cost. Opdon 4 had 12% decrease in weight and was 3rd lowest cost. Option 5 had the same
weight as baseline and had the highest costs. Option 6 had an increase weight of 1% and was 4th
lowest cost. Option 7 had no weight increase. Cost estimates could not be performed on this option
due to insufficient data.
Conclusions
Seven alternative construction methods were studied. The longitudinal tee-stiffened panels offered
excellent synergism with ET and related tooling, and were lower in costs. Option 2 was eliminated
due to poor External Tank synergism and complicated intenmdiale frame attachment. Option 3 was
eliminated due to excessive DDT&E costs. Option 4, although requiring additional development
work, may be an attractive method of ¢onstrucuon due to the possibility of eliminating intermediate
frames and weighL Option 5's El" synergism was excellent but was eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 6 also had excellent El" synergism, but was also eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 7 could be the most promising of all the ff the technology proves to be
feasible.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline. Continue to study the following viable alternative designs during
Cycle 1:
Option 1 - M/C panel with tee sliffenets (Baseline)
Option 4 - Machined isogrid panel.
Follow the progress and development of Option 7
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Option 1 - Baseline Panel
*Mac_ed Panel W/Tee-Stiffenlng.
•Synergi_ic W/ External Tank.
*Utilizes Existing ET Processes
And Tooling.
*Design Consistent With Max/mum
Axial Load.
• Machined Panel W/ Blade-Stiffening
• Design Consistent With Maximun
Option 2 - Math.Blade-Stiff. Panel Axial Load.
• Ma=hined Waffle Panel N/ Long. &
Tranrv'. _If fening.
Pr_se8 And Tooling
Designed For Max.t_ua Axial &
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel Bending Loading Conditions.
. Ma_b/_ed Iso-Grid Panel With
Multi-Diro_ional _if fenlng.
• Hew Pzocmsmes And Tooling
_quirad.
• Designad For Naximum Bending
Conditions & Bi-Dire_ional
Loading.
_tion 4 - k___hlned Iso_rid Panel
-Mar.hined Panel With Helde_
_--_J-_ _ Extz_ded Teo-_Iffeni_,.
II ,,_'11 .s,-,,. ,o ,_._-, T--_.
JL . _ /--Jk "_" P.oo..... _ .oo1._, ,_,_..,_.
_ _ *Design C_nintant With Naximm
Option 5 -Welded Panel Axial Load Distribution.
I
-- _ Extruslons.
Tee Stiffenorm.
Ma_hanically An sembled.
Jew Pzoc_sses And Tooling
Option 6 Mechanically FastK Panel PJquirad.
• Panels Extruded Through Ciz_O.az Die
(Stringers Extzuded On Outside Of Circle).
• After Panels Are ]C,ztrude, d They Aze Heated
And l_.ollad Out znco Flat PanelsAnd
Allowed To Cool.
• Requires 35,000 Ton Press.
• Wow proaosseJ And Tooling Required.
Option 7 - Extruded Panel
Additional Information
See Dcx: # MMC.NLS.SR.001.Bc_k 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.4.4.5 Alternate Panel Construction (#CV-STR-015-C)
Objective
Develop and evaluate alternative panel construction methods for the LO2 tank barrel panels.
Approach
(a) Define a point of departm'e & Identify concept options for skin panels.
(b) Estimate weight deltas,producibility, and cost.
(c) Evaluate options.
(d) Select preferred option.
Options Studied - LO2 Tank
Option 1 - Machine Panel With Tee Stiffeners (Baseline)
Option 2 - Machined Blade-Stiffened Panel
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel
Option 4 -Machined IsogridPanel
Option 5 - Welded Panel
Option 6 - Mechanically Fastened Stiffened Panel
Option 7 - Extruded Panel
Key Study Results
All opdons were compared to the Option 1 Reference Configuration. Option 2 had an 8% decrease
in weight and ranked 2nd lowest cost. Option 3 had a 5% increase in weight and was the 5th
lowest cost. Option 4 had 12% decrease in weight and was 3rd lowest cost. Option 5 had the same
weight as baseline and had the highest costs. Option 6 had an increase weight of 1% and was 4th
lowest cost. Option 7 had no weight increase. Cost estimates could not be performed on this option
due to insufficient data.
Conclusions
Seven alternative construction methods were studied. The longitudinal tee-stiffened panels offered
excellent synergism with ET and related tooling, and were lower in costs. Option 2 was eliminated
due to poor External Tank synergism and complicated intermediate frame attachment. Option 3 was
eliminated due to excessive DDT&E costs. Option 4, although requiring additional development
work, may be an attractive method of consu'uction due to the possibility of eliminating intermediate
frames and weight. Option 5's ET synergism was excellent but was eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 6 also had excellent ET synergism, but was also eliminated due to excessive
DDT&E costs. Option 7 could be the most prormsmg of all the if the technology proves to be
feasible.
Study Recommendations
Maintain Option 1 as Baseline. Continue to study the following viable alternative designs during
Cycle 1:
Option 1 - M/C panel with tee stiffeners (Baseline)
Option 4 - Machined isogrid panel.
Follow the progress and development of Option 7
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Option 1 - Baseline Panel
• Machined Panel W/Tee-Stiffening.
•Synerglsti= W/ External Tank.
• 0tillze8 Existing ET Processes
And Tooling.
•Design Consistant With Maximum
(P .O.D. ) Axial Load.
1
;___-- - _r . __ " Machined Panel WI Blade-Stlffoning.l
_ /I II • May Not Utilize ET Prooesse. I
|| /I II ,oolin, I
U U IJ • Design coasistant wleh Max_:_ i
Option 2 - Math.Blade-Stiff. Panel Axial Load. I
_'_ MaChlaed ".*f_. 'aQ.i W/ LOng. &
TEanSV. _IffeU_g.
.. _ • Hew Processes And Tooling
gaquired.
• Designed Fnr Maximum Axial &
Option 3 - Machined Waffle Panel Bending Loading' Conditions.
O_tion 4 - Machined Iso_=id Panel
Option 5 -
• Machined Zso-Grid Panel With
Nulti-DIEe_ional Stiffening.
• Hew Processes And Tooling
* DOSi_ad FOE g_ B6_ding
Conditions & BI-D1xec_ional
Loading.
• Machined Panek With Welded
Extruded Tee-S_If fening.
• Slmila: To ]r.zte:nal Tank.
•New Prooesses And Tooling Required.
•Design Conslstant With Maxlmua
Axial Load Distribution.
• Skin With MaChined Slots To
i_'_ Tee l_iffenerm.
Ihe.ha.nlcL1Lly _s---hled.
New Proc6sges And Toolin_l"
Option 6 - Mechanically Fastened Panel gaqulzed.
• Panels ructruded Through Circular Die
(Stringers Extruded On Outside Of Circle).
• After Panels Are Extruded They Are Heated
And Rolled Out Into Flat Panels And
Allowed To Cool.
• Requires 35,000 Ton Press.
• New Processes And Tooling Required.
Option 7 - Extruded Panel
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SI_OO1.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.4.4.6 Alternate Slosh
Objective
Baffles(#3-S.011)
Perform studies on the LO2 tank slosh
configuration.
Approach
baffle to assess potential changes to the reference
(a) Evaluate sensitivity of the slosh damping requirement.
(b) Assess a common baffle with unique applications.
(c) Assess the feasibility of integral baffles using LO2 tank frames.
Options Studied
(a) 1% vs 4% Slosh damping requirement.
(b) HLLV vs 1.5 Stage configurations.
(c) Integral baffle concept.
Key Study Results
The reference was designed to meet a 1% damping requirement. Recent controls analysis indicates
that 4% may be required. A 4% damping capability requires an increase in baffle depth plus an
additional 4 baffles. A 4% baffle configuration will add baffles to the aft dome for an overall
weight impact of 535 lbs. The full baffle configm'afion is required for 1.5 Stage, a 400-500 lbs of
weight saving can be achieved on the less crictical HLLV slosh baffle by omiting the two forward
baffles. By integrating the baffles with the intermediate frames a more efficient design could be
achieved with potential weight savings. In addition an integral baffle design would reduce the
number of parts and eliminate the external baffle assembly tooling position and the baffle insertion
operation.
Conclusions
Baffle damping requirements significantly impact the configuration and must therefore be
established prior to further design work. The baffle configuration is driven by 1.5 Stage slosh
requirements. An integral baffle and frame design appears to be an attractive proposition for an
alternative design.
Study Recommendations
During Cycle 1 finalize the damping requirement and update the baseline configuration. The
reference configuration is designed for 1.5 Stage and should remain common unless HLLV weight
savings ate required. A study should be performed during Cycle 1 to define the weight savings and
manufacturing impacts for an integral baffle and frame design.
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xn 2571.60 Xn 2851.00
II ;_.oo_ _ - _.oo
Reqmtl
_ Baffle Weight
I " _ FWD " __ --
Acro3s14 Oats 25.88AntBiaff;lr: eX /" [1% ReqTst [
B a ff3145 ibs
Weight
1% - 4% Slosh Baffle Comparision
Xn 2571.60 Xn 2851.00
1 s Stagel
Conflg. ]
Baffle Weight
I 2880 ibs
_FWD _-
m m m
I Instl LH2 Fwd Omit Fwd 2 Baffles
% Dome Frame I _ _
\ | / Anti-Vort _ A IHLLV Con g.]
_/ Ba_I_3 Weightibs
4% 1.5 Stage - HLLV Configumfim Compamion
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.4.4.6 Alternate Slosh
Objective
Baffles(#3-S.011)
Perform studies on the LO2 tank slosh baffle to assess potential changes to the reference
configuration.
Approach
(a) Evaluate sensitivity of the slosh damping requiremenL
(b) Assess a common baffle with unique applications.
(c) Assess the feasibility of integral baffles using LO2 tank frames.
Options Studied
(a) 1% vs 4% Slosh damping requirement.
(b) HLLV vs 1.5 Stage configurations.
(c)Integralbaffle concept.
Key Study Results
The reference was designed to meet a I% damping requirement. Recent conu'ols analysis indicates
that 4% may be required. A 4% damping capability requires an increase in baffle depth plus an
additional 4 baffles. A 4% baffle configuration will add baffles to the aft dome for an overall
weight impact of 535 Ibs. The full baffle configuration is required for 1.5 Stage, a 400-500 Ibs of
weight saving can be achieved on the less crictical I-K,LV slosh baffle by omiting the two forward
baffles. By integrating the baffles with the intermediate frames a more efficient design could be
achieved with potential weight savings. In addition an integral baffle design would reduce the
number of parts and eliminate the external baffle assembly tooling position and the baffle insertion
operation.
Conclusions
Baffle damping requirements significantly impact the configuration and must therefore be
established prior to further design work. The baffle configuration is driven by 1.5 Stage slosh
requirements. An integral baffle and frame design appears to be an attractive proposition for an
alternative design.
Study Recommendations
During Cycle 1 finalize the damping requirement and update the baseline configuration. The
reference configuration is designed for 1.5 Stage and should remain common unless HI.,LV weight
savings are required. A study should be performed during Cycle I to define the weight savings and
manufacturing impacts for an integral baffle and frame design.
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Xn 2571.60 Xn 2851.00
I 1-32.00 I
_ 36.00
/ ] __r-u/_u--_u--,u-__ I4% Reqmt l
/ [ / l _ Baffle Weight
/ l Aft Dome l _[ 2880 lbs
_kAcro's's__. _.l_f_l_ex _- I / 11% Reqmt l
k l _ _/ Baffle Weight
2345 ibs
1% - 4% Slosh Baffle Comparision
Xn 2571.60 Xn
Instl
Dome
2851.00
I
li.5 Stage]Config.
Baffle Weight
2880 lbs
-1 -
IHLLV Config.[
Baffle Weight
24 63 lbs
4% 1.5 Stage - HIJ..V Configuration Comparision
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed rcsults.
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5.2.4.4.2 Tank Access Trade Study(#CV-DI-01-A)
Objective
This trade study evaluated if additionaltank access should be provided in the reference
configurationCore Tankage. The Cycle O baselinecontains a 36in diameter manhole in the
forward domes of both LO2 and LH2 Tanks. No manholes areprovided in theaftdomes.
Approach
(a)InvestigateSTS ET accesscapability
(b)Research actualtankaccesshistoryatKSC
(c)Evaluateneed foraccessduringbuildatMAF
(d)Develop _ Tank accessrequirements
(e)Develop and evaluateoptionsforprovidingaccess
Options Studied. LO2 Tank
Option 1 -
Option 2 -
Option 3-
Option 4 -
Cycle O Baseline
RelocateFwd Manhole toET loctn.;relocateF/L's;Add 30inO M/hole inAft Cap
RelocateFwd Manhole toET loctn.;reviseI.,02F/L Outletsasmovable
Relocate Fwd Manhole to El" location; retain F/L loc'n; Add small Manhole in Aft Cap
Options Studied - LH2 Tank (Reference only)
Option 1-
Option2-
Option 3-
Cycle O Baseline
Relocate Fwd Manhole to Er location; make Aft LH2 tank sump removable
RelocateFwd Manhole toET loctn.;deleteSump, Add 30inDia Manhole inDome Cap
Key Study Results
24 tank entrieswere made on ET at KSC(all on first30 tanks).MIL-STD-1472 specifiesthat
minimum manhole sizeis30 inches.ExistingWeld mandrel is22in x 26in and isremoved thru
fwd dome. This requiresa 36 inaliahole.For buildatMAF similaraccessrequirementstoET are
required.This requiresa manhole ineach dome. Fwd manhole needs to be insame locationon ET
& NLS as tanks are processed thtuthe same facilities.Location isprimarilydrivenby cleaning
probe insertionin CellE. KSC accessiscontingencyonly.
Conclusions
Option 2 is preferred for the L02 tank this option allows the NLS to be manufactured using ET
tooling and facilities. It also provides for internal access at MAF and contingency access at KSC.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle 0 baseline to incorporate Option 2(L02 Tank). Perform a feasibility study to evaluate
if the level sensors can be designed for removal and installation fi'om the outside. (see 5.2.6.4.1)
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,. 36 in dia manhole at
this location on both
L02 & LH2 tanks
(No manhole in
_'_ either aft dome)
NLS Cycle O Baseline
•.-. ,,-- Relocated _-( ___
/ -- ..,_ F/LOutlets _ /_ , \ / 30 india
"',.,J....__. _ _ _ manhole
L02 Fwd Dome L02 AI: Dome
,._ Sump
_/--- Relocated .,,..,¢.-- _ Deleted
/ \ / _ 36india / \ /
" 0
LH2 Fwd Dome LH2 Aft Dome
Proposed Update to NLS Cycle E_Baseline
Additioai Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed results
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5.2.6.4.2 Tank Access Trade Study(#CV-DI-01-A)
Objective
This trade study evaluated if additional tank access should be provided in the reference
configuration Core Tankage. The Cycle O baseline contains a 36in diameter manhole in the
forward domes of both LO2 and LH2 Tanks. No manholes areprovided inthe aftdomes.
Approach
(a) Investigate STS ET access capability
(b) Research actual tank access history at KSC
(c) Evaluate need for access during build at MAF
(d) Develop NLS Tank access requirements
(e) Develop and evaluate options for providing access
Options Studied. LH2 Tank
Option I-Cycle 0 Baseline
Option 2 -RelocateFwd Manhole toEl"location& make Aft LH2 tank sump removable
Option 3 -RelocateFwd Manhole toET locm;deleteSump & Add 30inDia Manhole inDome Cap
Options Studied - L02 Tank (Reference only)
Option 1 - Cycle O Baseline
Option 2 - Relocate Fwd Manhole to El" loctn.; relocate F/I.,'fg add 30in 0 M/bole in Aft Cap
Option 3 -Relocate Fwd Manhole toET loctn.;reviseL02 F/L Outletsasremovable
Option 4 -RelocateFwd Manhole toET location;retainF/l.,loc'n;add smallManhole inAft Cap
Key Study Results
24 tank entries were made on El" at KSC(all on first 30 tanks). MIL-STD-1472 specifies that
minimum manhole sizeis30 inches.ExistingWeld mandrel is22in x 26in and isremoved thru
fwd dome. This requires a 36 in dia hole. For build at MAF similar access requirements to El" are
required. This requires a manhole in each dome. Fwd manhole needs to be in same location on
ET & NLS as tanks are processed thru the same facilities. Location is primarily driven by cleaning
in CellE. contingency only.probe insertion KSC access is
Conclusions
Option 3 is preferred for the LH2 tank. This option allows the NLS to be manufactured using ET
tooling and facilities. It also provides for internal access at MAF and contingency access at KSC.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycleO baselinetoincca]mmm Option 3(LH2 Tank).Perform a feasibilitystudytoevaluate
ifthelevelsensorscan be designed forremoval and installationfrom theoutside.(see5.2.6.4.1)
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/_--"7"" _ 36 in dia manhole at
this location on both
L02 & LH2 tanks
(No manhole in
! __' either aft dome)
NLS Cycle O Baseline
•-. _ Relocated J h__
/ -- .,,X F/LOutlets _ /_ \ ._ 30 india
"--L.__ m,n,ole.
L02 Fwd Dome L02 At, Dome
. ,._ Sump
_/-- Relocated .,,,.-T"- _ Deleted
/ \ / _'_ 36india /," \ /
__manhole ___,..J__
LH2 Fwd Dome LH2 Aft Dome
Proposed Update to NLS Cycle O Baseline
A,dditionai Information
S¢¢ Doc # MMC.NT,S.SR.OO1.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.4.4.2 Tank Access Trade Study(#CV-DI-01-A)
Objective
This trade study evaluated if additionaltank access should be provided in the reference
configurationCore Tankage. The Cycle O baselinecontains a 36in diameter manhole in the
forward domes of both LO2 and LH2 Tanks. No manholes areprovided inthe aftdomes.
Approach
(a)InvestigateSTS ET accesscapability
(b)Research actualtank accesshistoryatKSC
(c)Evaluateneed foraccessduringbuildatMAF
(d)Develop NLS Tank accessrequirements
(e)Develop and evaluateoptionsforprovidingaccess
Options Studied - LO2 Tank
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
-Cycle O Baseline
-RelocateFwd Manhole toEl"locm .;relocateF/L's;Add 30in O M/hole inAft Cap
-RelocateFwd Manhole toEl" loctn.;reviseL02 F/L Outletsasremovable
-RelocateFwd Manhole toET location;retainF/I.,Ioc'n;Add smallManhole inAft Cap
Options Studied . LH2 Tank (Reference only)
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
- Cycle 0 Baseline
- Relocate Fwd Manhole to ET location; make Aft _ tank sump removable
- Relocate Fwd Manhole to ET locm.; delete Sump, Add 30in Dia Manhole in Dome Cap
Key Study Results
24 tank entries were made on ET at KSC(aU on first 30 tanks). MIL-STD-1472 specifies that
minimum manhole size is 30 inches. Existing Weld mandrel is 22in x 26in and is removed thru
fwd dome. This requires a 36 in dia hole. For build at MAF similar access requirements to ET are
required. This requires a manhole in each dome. Fwd manhole needs to be in same location on ET
& NLS as tanks are processed thru the same facilities. Location is primarily driven by cleaning
probe insertion in Cell E. KSC access is contingency only.
Conclusions
Option 2 is preferred for the L02 tank this option allows the NLS to be manufactured using ET
tooling and facilities. It also provides for internal access at MAF and contingency access at KSC.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle 0 baseline to incorporate Option 2(L02 Tank). Perform a feasibility study to evaluate
if the level sensors can be designed for removal and installation from the outside. (see 6.2.6.4.1)
V
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'_"_ 36 in dia manhole at
.,_./ __ this location on both
& I _/-£. L02 & LH2 tanks
J_' W__'_ (No manhole in
l__,__ l either aft dome)
NLS Cycle O Baseline
Relocated 3{__
/'JIZ,
Relocated
/ \ _ F/LOutlets _._ t_, \ __" 30 india
"'J..._ _..-_-'_" _I; ''_ manhole
L02 Fwd Dome L02 AftDome
Sump
_/-- Relocated _ "-"r.-_F Deleted
/ \ / _ 36india _ \ /
/'x L,././/2 _°h°'°/'X 2../.,//Q
manhole
LH2 Fwd Dome LH2 Aft Dome
Proposed Update to NLS Cycle O Baseline
Additioal Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.O01.Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.6.4.2 Tank Access Trade Study(#CV-DI-01-A)
Objective
This trade study evaluated if additionaltank access should be provided in the reference
configurationCore Tankage. The Cycle 0 baselinecontains a 36in diameter manhole in the
forward domes of both LO2 and LH2 Tanks. No manholes areprovided inthe aftdomes.
Approach
(a) Investigate STS ET access capability
(b) Research actual tank access history at KSC
(c) Evaluate need for access during build at MAF
(d)Develop NLS Tank accessrequirements
(c)Develop and evaluateoptionsforprovidingaccess
Options Studied - LH2 Tank
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
-Cycle O Baseline
-RelocateFwd Manhole to ET location& make Aft LJ-12tanksump removable
-RelocateFwd Manhole toET Iocm;deleteSurnp & Add 30inDia Manhole inDome Cap
Options Studied . L02 Tank (Reference only)
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
-Cycle (_Baseline
-RelocateFwd Manhole toET loctn.;relocateF/Us; add 30in_ M/hole inAft Cap
-RelocateFwd Manhole to ET loctn.; revise L02 F/L Outlets as removable
- Relocate Fwd Manhole to El" location; retain F/l., Ioc'n; add small Manhole in Aft Cap
Key Study Results
24 tank entries were made on ET at KSC(all on first 30 tanks). MIL-STD-1472 specifies that
minimum manhole size is 30 inches. Existing Weld mandrel is 22in x 26in and is removed thru
fwd dome. This requires a 36 in dia hole. For build at MAF similar access requirements to ET are
required. This requires a manhole in each dome. Fwd manhole needs to be in same location on
ET & NLS as tanks are processed thru the same facilities. Location is primarily driven by cleaning
probe insertion in Cell E. KSC access is contingency only.
Conclusions
Option 3 ispreferredforthe LH2 tank.This optionallowsthe NLS m be manufactured using ET
toolingand facilities.It alsoprovidesforinternalaccessatMAF and contingencyaccessatKSC.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycleO baselinetoincorporateOption 3(12i2Tank).Perform a feasibilitystudytoevaluate
ifthelevelsensorscan be designed forremoval and installationfrom the outside.(see6.2.6.4.1)
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/
"7" _ 36 in dia manhole at
/ _ _.J... / _ this location on both
_ _/-j.J L02 & LH2 tanks
,_r _ _ _- I- (No manhole in
___Z_ ._y' either aft dome)
NLS Cycle O Baseline
Relocated
_-.Z_.ZJ F,,O_,°,,\ ,,,,_ _o,:,o,,:
L02 Fwd Dome L02 Aft Dome
_ .i- ,e,oc=°,..<-_./-- %_o,
/ \ 7"_ 36india / \ [
_., i_ _ __'/" "_ _30 in dia
LH2 Fwd Dome
Proposed Update to NLS
Additional Information
LH2 Aft Dome
Cycle El Baseline
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.0OI.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.1.4.7 Ait. Trans Attach Points (#CV-DI-01B)
Objective
Evaluate whether the Core Stage can be handled and transported when supported using an alternate
wansportation approach.
Approach
(a) Determine manufacturing preference for core tankage andcore stage handling and
transportation.
Cu) Define the handling loads for each step of assembly,hoisting and tran_fion.
(c) Assess impact on core tankage design.
(d) Prepare conclusions and recommendations.
Options Studied
Option 1 - Support as on ET - at SRB beam and aft LH2 tank frame.
Option 2 - Support at Fwd frame of Fwd skirt and major frame in propulsion module.
Key Study Results
The ET transporter was designed for the 75,000 lb max standard weight ET. It was concluded that
new transporters will be needed for the 163,000 lb Core stage. Therefore this task concentrated on
the option (2) alternate supix_
The loads at support pointsfor each assembly, position, hoist and mmsport event, includin.gbarge
shipment to KSC where determined and found to have no impact to the reference configurauon.
Conclusions
(a) Alternate UmmlXa'mtion approach has no impact on ref.configuration core tankage sizing.
Co) Fwd ring can be attached using Fwd skirlAnterstage attachment hardware holes.
Study Recommendations
(a) Adopt alternate tran_tion approach:
- Eliminates need for additional hardware on 1.5stage I/T
- Permits Core Tankage and Core Stage transportation and handling.
(b) Define with the aft structure panel the preferred location of the aft u'an_tion ring.
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Opt ion 1)
42865 ib 23123 ib
Et support system ET weight 66000
restraint
se I transporter needed: 1
Heaviervehicle
Longer vehicle
lower vehicle clearence for roll rings.(roll rings
are needed to provide access to pod engines)
ib
ODtion 2) Alternate support system NLV weight 163646 lb
i i., __
258_) Ib'1.5 stage does not need heavy frame at stn 4058
I [Both Hllv and 1.5 stage have a massive frame at sin 4194
1.5 stage does non need a heavy frame at sin 2985
458217 ib ult
Desian loads at
support points
_04mt_nm InxM fa_t_rm
Vertical
Cone angle 15 deg
Sea tranImort load
Vertical
lateral
25822 X 2.5 X 1.4
-90377 ib ult
STN
2473.8 Baroe t ransDort 4194.65
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book I for more detailed rcsuks
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6.2.1.4.7 Ait. Trans Attach Points (#CV-DI-01B)
Objective
Evaluate whether the Core Stage can be handled and transported when supported using an alternate
transportation approach.
Approach
(a) Determine manufacturing preference for core tankage andcore stage handling and
transportation.
(b) Det"me the handing loads for each step of assembly,hoisting and transportation.
(c) Assess impact on core tankage design.
(d) Prepare conclusions and recommendations.
Options Studied
Option I - Support as on ET - at SRB beam and aft LH2 tank frame.
Option 2 - Support at l::wd frame of Fwd skirt and major frame in propulsion module.
Key Study Results
The El" transporter was designed for the 75,000 lb max standard weight ET. It was concluded that
new transporters will be needed for the 163,000 lb Core stage. Therefore this task concentrated on
the option (2) alternate support.
The loads at support points for each assembly, position, hoist and transport event, including barge
shipment to KSC where determined and found to have no impact to the reference configuration.
Conclusions
(a) Alternate tran_tion approach has no impact on tel.configuration core tankage sizing.
(b) Fwd ring can be attached using Fwd skirt/interstage attachment hardware holes.
Study Recommendations
(a) Adopt alternate transportation approach:
- Eliminates need for additional hardware on 1.5stage I/T
- Permits Core Tankage and Core Stage transportation and handlin.g.
(b) Define with the aft slrnctme panel the preferred location of the aft transportauon ring.
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W t support system ET weight 66000 lb
" __ _'_ -_'T_ restraint
Illlllilllllllllllllllllllllllll Iiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllll IIIilllllllU
42865 ib 23123 lb
Ne transporter needed: 1
Heaviervehicle
• Longer vehicle
lower vehicle clearence for roll rings.{roll rings
are needed to provide access to pod engines)
ODtion 2) Alternate support system NLV weight 163646 lb
Page 2
258
. _ Z restraint
loca ion TBD
137827 ib
•1.5 stage does not need heavy frame a_ sen 4058 /
•Both Hllv and 1.5 stage have a massive frame at sin 4194J
• 1.5 stage does not need a heavy frame at sin 2985
25822 X 2 X1.4
Cone angle 15 deg
Vertical +2.5
lateral +9.5
458217 ib ult
15 deg._.._....
25822 X 2.5 X 1.4
-90377 ib ult
loads -72301 Ib ult
Desiun at _
SUDDort Doints 15 deg
_l_st]no load factors 2FC%Wv"N_
Sea transoort load
27 x 2.0 X 1.4
_-3_20 lb ult
137827 x 2.5 XI.4_
-482394 Ib ult )_'_
STN STN
2473.8 Barae transport 4194.65
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results
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5.2.3.4.1 Forward Skirt Trade Study (#CV.STR-14A)
Objective
The study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle O Reference Forward Skirt structure and
recommended potential modifications.
Approach
(a) Obtain Forward Skirt detail definition fzom MSFC.
(b) Define, evaluate and analyze selected study items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to Ref.configuration.
(d) Produce Forward Skirt part definition.
(e) Identify candidates for further study.
Items Studied
Item 1 - Alternate Fwd Skirt to Interstage I/F concept.
Item 2 - Shell penetration definition.
Item 3 - Potential use of ET tooling to build Fwd. Skirt.
Item 4 - Stringer pitch dimensioning approach.
Item 5 - Sizing changes and impact of no TPS.
Item 6 - Fwd Skirt part definition.
Key Study Results
Five I/Fs were developed and compared with the Reference configuration. Option 1 with its
external fastener installation and good joint integrity is prefen'ed. It is the lightest option and
reduces weight by 443 lbs.
Shell penetrations for GO2 Pressline, cabletray and GO2 vent were investigated. Cabletray and
GO2 Pressline penetrations interfere with the intermediate frame.and require relocating 1.0 inch
forward.
The Fwd Skirt structure can be manufactm'ed on ET intertank tooling with the addition of one new
tool for tacking and f'mal assembly (ref 5.2.1.4.3).
Part sizing analysis showed a weight saving of 157 lbs by substituting an alternate aft I/F chord:
analysis indicated a weight impact of 764 lbs if the structure is sized as a heatsink to withstand
aeroheating without use of TPS (ref 5.2.1.4.2).
Conclusions
Several enhancements to the Cycle _3 Fwd Skirt structure definition were studied. Incorporation of
these enhancements will reduce weight by 600 lbs and improve producibility. In addition, the
potential use of ET Intertank tooling for Fwd Skirt fabrication was confirmed.
Study Recommendations
The Reference definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this study.
Determine if an external I/F flange is acceptable from a aeroheating aspect.
Inccxpomte external I/F between Fwd Skirt and Intetstage (Cycle 1 Task).
Inco_te relocated C/T and GO2 Presaline penetrations.
Substitute alternate aft chord.
Incorporate 1"of TPS on Fwd Skirt acreage.
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l Reference
! I
/_ODtion # 3
• .]
_T_ATE _NT_ACE
_Option #i.
ODtion # 4
_Option #_
Option # 5
.380 DIA
HOLE --_
.38
.69
.25-._ _
I I J_ {4 --_ .58 _ , 4• .460. 40
.50R ] (ET)
ALTERNATE CHORD
•630 _el----2 •50
7I?
L
v
1.930
Alternate .08 -_- _--- Reference
Aft Chord -- Aft Chord
5!3I I
1.00 R"
1.12
(ET)
T
5.00
REF
_ 4.8i o
(ET)
.125 -_4 _--
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SltOO1.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.3.4.1 Forward Skirt Trade Study (#CV-STR-14A)
Objective
The study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle O Reference Forward Skirt structure and
recommended potential modifications.
Approach
(a) Obtain Forward Skirt detail definition from MSFC.
(b) Define, evaluate and analyze selected study items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to Ref.configuration.
(d) Produce Forward Skirt part definition.
(e) Identify candidates for further study.
Items Studied
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
1 - Alternate Fwd Skirt to Interstage I/F concept.
2 - Shell penetration definition.
3 - Potential use of ET tooling to build Fwd. Skirt.
4 - Stringer pitch dimensioning approach.
5 - Sizing changes and impact of no TPS.
6 - Fwd Skirt part definition.
Key Study Results
Five I/F's were developed and compared with the Reference configuration. Option 1 with its
external fastener installation and good joint integrity is preferred. It is the lightest option and
reduces weight by 443 lbs.
Shell penetrations for GO2 Pressline, cabletray and GO2 vent were investigated. Cabletray and
GO2 Pressline penetrations interfere with the intermediate frame.and require relocating 1.0 inch
forward.
The Fwd Skirt structure can be manufactured on ET intertank tooling with the addition of one new
tool for tacking and final assembly (ref 6.2.1.4.3).
Part sizing analysis showed a weight saving of 157 lbs by substituting an alternate aft I/F chord:
analysis indicated a weight impact of 764 lbs if the structure is sized as a heatsink to withstand
aeroheating without use of TPS (ref 6.2.1.4.2).
Conclusions
Several enhancements to the Cycle O Fwd Skirt structure definition were studied. Incorporation of
these enhancements will reduce weight by 600 lbs and improve producibility. In addition, the
potential use of ET Intertank tooling for Fwd Skirt fabrication was conf'trmed.
Study Recommendations
The Reference definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this study.
Determine if an external I/F flange is acceptable from a aeroheating aspect.
Incorporate external I/1::between Fwd Skirt and Interstage (Cycle 1 Task).
Incorporate relocated C/T and GO2 Pressline penetrations.
Substitute alternate aft chord.
Incorporate 1" of TPS on Fwd Skirt acreage.
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ALTERNATE INTERFACE
_Option # 1
ODtion # 4
Option # 5
ALTERNATE CHORD
.380 DIA _1-69 ---_ .630 1,6-----2-50
o_ i ' I , ]
•50R -" / ( 1.00 R-- /
4. 5
I
Alternate .08 -_[ Reference
Aft Chord -- Aft Chord
1.12
--(ET)
T
5.00
RET
(ET)
.12S --_ _--
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.OO1.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.4.4.1 Reference LO2 Tank Enhancements(#CV-STR-14B)
Objective
This study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle 13 Reference LO2 Tank structure and
recommended potential modifications
Approach
(a) Identify potential Study Items.
(b) Define, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(d) Produce LO2 Tank Part Definition.
(e) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - Revised barrel and frame geometry.
Item 2 - Alternate forward dome chord and frame.
Item 3 - Reference Slosh Baffle definition.
Item 4 - Anti-Vortex Baffle definition.
Item 5 - Definition of external hardware mounting provisions.
Item 6 - Chord to barrel weld land mismatch.
Item 7 - Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The forward dome chord and frame were designed for Orbiter bi-pod loads and are inefficient for
this application. The existing El" slosh baffle assembly will not provide the 1% damping required
on NLS and must be extended to a full length baffle, with a subsequent weight impact of 774 Ibs.
Reference ET anti-vortex baffle must be modified for dual outlets. The aft barrel weld lands must
be increased at the aft dome weld joint in order to accommodate the LO2 aft dome chord thickness.
Conclusions
The Cycle 13 definition made use of existing El" assemblies with some modified components, plus
common parts from the NLS LH2 tank. LO2 tank weight and manufacturing complexity can be
further improved by revising some of these components to better match NLS and LO2 tank sizing
requirements. These modified components can still be produced on El" tooling with the minor
modifications already identified.
Study Recommendations
The reference Cycle 13 definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this
study:
- Revise reference definition to use aft chord & frame in forward location.
- Revise reference slosh baffle to p_posed full length coQfiguralion.
- Include proposed Anti-Vortex Baffle definition.
- Incorporate the proposed def'mition of external hardware mtg. provisions.
. Increase barrelweld land at dome chord welds to .387.
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l0.75 --4_
2576.55
Varies
10.00 To
t 21_75
Reference FWD Dome Chord
C_cle Zero
Fr Moved To
Fwd Face
Structures Data Package
I0.00
Constant
Proposed FWD Dome Chord
Pa_e 2
12s88 IAcroos°ats.
Xn 2571.60 Xn 2851.00
¥
Proposed 1%Slosh Baffle Assembly
80.0 _l_l, 20.0
Outlet
Ant i-Vo rt ex
B
Aft Dome
Baffle Assy
Proposed Anli-Vorlex Baffle Assembly
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.4.4.1 Reference LO2 Tank Enhancements(#CV-STR-14B)
Objective
This study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle 0 Reference LO2 Tank structure and
recommended potential modifications
Approach
(a) Identify potential Study Items.
(b) Define, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(d) Produce LO2 Tank Part Definition.
(e) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - Revised barrel and frame geometry.
Item 2 - Alternate forward dome chord and frame.
Item 3 - Reference Slosh Baffle definition.
Item 4 - Anti-Vortex Baffle definition.
Item 5 - Definition of external hardware mounting provisions.
Item 6 - Chord to barrel weld land mismatch.
Item 7 - Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The forward dome chord and frame were designed for Orbiter bi-pod loads and are inefficient for
this application. The existing ET slosh baffle assembly will not provide the 1% damping required
on NLS and must be extended to a full length baffle, with a subsequent weight impact of 774 Ibs.
Reference ET anti-vortex baffle must be modified for dual outlets. The aft barrel weld lands must
be increased at the aft dome weld joint in order to accommodate the LO2 aft dome chord thickness.
Conclusions
The Cycle 0 definition made use of existing ET assemblies with some modified components, plus
common parts from the NLS LH2 tank. LO2 tank weight and manufacturing complexity can be
further improved by revising some of these components to better match NLS and LO2 tank sizing
requirements. These modified components can still be produced on ET tooling with the minor
modifications already identified.
Study Recommendations
The reference Cycle 0 definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this
study:
Revise reference definition to use aft cho_! & frame in forward location.
Revise reference slosh baffle to proposed full length configuration.
- Include proposed Anti-Vortex Baffle definition.
Incorporate the proposed definition of external hardware mtg. provisions.
Increase barrel weld land at dome chord welds to .387.
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_Xn I0"75
2576.55
I Varies
i0.00 To
Reference FWD Dome Chord
Fr Moved To
Fwd Face
X_n 29"8571.30
/
I0.00
Constant
. .____
Prcgosed FWD Dome Chord
°
Xn 2571.60 Xn 2851.00 1
ProposedI% Slom B_e A_mbly
160.0 --w_ 33.
80.0 20.0
Outlet
f L02 Aft Dome
Anti -Vortex
Baffle Assy
Proposed Anti-Vortex Baffle Assembly
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.5.4.1 Reference Intertank Enhancements(#CV.STR-14C)
Objective
Thisstudy evaluated enhancemen_tothe Cycle 0 Reference Intenankstructureandrecommended
potenfi_mcxiificafions
Approach
(a) Identify potential Study Items.
(b) Define, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(d) Produce In_ Part Definition.
(e) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - 1.5 Stage frame 2985 modifications.
hem 2 - Shell penetrations definition.
Item 3 - Impacts to reference for no TPS.
Item 4 - Purge and vent.
Item 5 - Sizing changes.
Item 6 - Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The main frame, thrust panel, & ASRB Beam have an integral I/F. When the SRB Beam is
ommitted (1.5 Stage vehicle) the simplest option is to complete the I/F with a new fabricated joint.
The LO2 feedline penetration was found to interfere with the panel cutout when thermal
displacements were applied; clearance could be achieved by relocating the feedline to center it in the
cutout. The reference skin/_ng_ panels were resized for a net impact of -172 lbs. The feedline
fairing is used on ET intertanks as the primary vent area. On NLS the two larger LO2 feedline
fairing outlets will double the venting area if ET type clearances are maintained. This requires a
modified design to reduce the venting area or a modification to the launch facility to increase the
purge gas capacity.
Conclusions
Several enhancements to the Cycle _ intenank definition were studied. The proposed
modifications do not impact use of ET tooling. In addition, further potential enhancements were
idendified for study during Cycle 1.
Study Recommendations
The reference definition should be _,ised to reflect that proposed in this study.
- Revised the frJASRB Beam IN m the new fabricated joinL
- Center the LO2 feedline within the cutout and study the feedline motion
(cycle I ta._).
- Redet'me the skin/su'ing_ sizing (Cycle I task).
- Study alternate methods of sealing the L02 feedfine penetrations and
potential for a fixed vent area (Cycle I task).
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Existing Hole IPattern
New LowerFitting
Thrust
Panel
New Plug IPlate
New F_fi_texlFmme2ThmtPanclJomt(l.SStageOnly)
Xn 3034.2
10.928 __
(Min)
*Themmldisplaccmcnt
3.982 Fwd*
CL
Xn 2985
]
I
"-].322 Znterference I
4_- L02 Fill Ist -
3.436 Aft*
Rcf=encoLO2FeedlincPeneumi_
Vent Item
q
Vent Hole
Vent Hole
Duplicate
ET Config
5.99
5.99
Maintain ET
Vent Area
5.99
5.99
L02 Tank Elect. Conduit Opening
Umbilical Panel
Access Door
LO2 Feedline Fairing
GH2 Pressurization Line
LH2 Tank Elect. Conduit Opening
Additional Information
Total
NLS_tertankVentArea
0
.17
1.41
95.46
5.02
.30
94.68
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results.
0
.17
1.41
41.12
5.02
.30
60.00
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6.2.5.4.1 Reference Intertank Enhancements(#CV-STR-14C)
Objective
This study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle 0 Reference Intertank structure and recommended
potential modifications
Approach
(a) Identify potential Study Items.
(b) Def'me, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(c) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(d) Produce Intertank Part Definition.
(e) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - 1.5 Stage frame 2985 modifications.
Item 2 - Shell penetrations definition.
Item 3 - Impacts to reference for no TPS.
Item 4 - Purge and vent.
Item 5 - Sizing changes.
Item 6 - Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The main frame, thrust panel, & ASRB Beam have an integral I/F. When the SRB Beam is
ommitted (1.5 Stage vehicle) the simplest option is to complete the I/F with a new fabricated joint.
The LO2 feedline penetration was found to interfere with the panel cutout when thermal
displacements were applied; clearance could be _hieved by relocating the feedline to center it in the
cutout. The reference skin/stringer panels were resized for a net impact of -172 lbs. The feedline
fairing is used on El" intertanks as the primary vent area. On NLS the two larger LO2 feedline
fairing outlets will double the venting area if El" type clearances are maintained. This requires a
modified design to reduce the venting area or a modification to the launch facility to increase the
purge gas capacity.
Conclusions
Several enhancements to the Cycle _ intertank definition were studied. The proposed
modifications do not impact use of ET tooling. In addition, further potential enhancements were
idendified for study during Cycle 1.
Study Recommendations
The reference definition should be revised to reflect that proposed in this study.
Revised the fr./ASRB Beam I/F to the new fabricated joint.
- Center the LO2 feealine within the cutout and study the feedline motion
(Cycle l task).
Redet'me the skin/stringer sizing (Cycle 1 task).
- Study alternate methods of sealing the L02 feedline penetrations and
potential for a fixed vent area (Cycle 1 ta._).
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ExistingPattern Hole lI New Web
[Joint Plat h
/ \
,'I I . I I
::_ ::::..; _i:i::_.!i!!:iil.iii:i:.-: iiii:i::_i:_ ::_!.iii:._ii : i:!:_:_._].:-: _ii..:!.i : i. :::.._ T h r u s t
• _ _ I New Plug ]
[ New L?wer ] _ I Plate I
I Fitting I ' "
New Fabricated Frame/Thust Panel Joint (1.5 Stage Only)
Xn 3034.2
3. 982 Fwd*
CL
Xn 2985
|
___ 2.3L22 Interference10.928 ]
(Min) 02 Fill Ist
' 3. 436 Aft*
* Them',.al displacement
Rcfcmnc_ LO2 Feedline Penea-a_oa
Pa¢e 2
Vent Item Duplicate Maintain ET
ET Config Vent Area
Vent Hole 5.99 5.99
Vent Hole 5.99 5.99
LO2 Tank Elect. Conduit Opening 0 0
Umbilical Panel .17 .17
Access Door 1.41 1.41
LO2 Feedline Fairing 95.46 41.12
GH2 Pressurization Line 5.02 5.02
LH2 Tank Elect. Conduit Opening .30 .30
Total 94.68 60.00
NLS Imert_k Ve.t Axea
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.6.4.1 Reference LH2 Tank Enhancements(#CV-STR-14D)
Objective
This study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle 0 Reference LH2 Tank structure and
recommended potential modifications
Approach
(a) Identify, define, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(b) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(c) Produce LH2 Tank: Part Definition.
(d) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
1 - Revised barrel and frame geometry.
2 - Alternate forward dome chord and frame.
3 - Deft of external hardware mounting provisions.
4 - Chord to barrel weld land mismatch.
5 - Dcf'mition of handling points
6 - Alternate aft dome configuration
7 - Level sensor installation
8 - Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The fwd dome chord and frame were designed forOrbiterbi-podloadsand are inefficientforthis
application. The ref. used a LO2 tank aft dome chord in the LH2 tank aft dome, this creates a weld
landmismatch requiringthechord weld lands tobe reduced.ET levelsensorinstallationrequires
internalassembly.In ordertoreduce therequirementforaccessa seriesofoptionswere produced
toshow a method of installinglevelsensorson a mast thatsinstalledexternallythruthe fwd dome.
Conclusions
The Cycle 0 definition made use of ET assemblies with some modified components. Weight and
manufacturing complexity can be further improved by revising more of these components to better
match NLS sizing requirements. These modified components can still be produced on ET tooling
with the minor modifications already identified. Installation of level sensors without internal access
was determined to be feasible.
Study Recommendations
The reference Cycle 0 definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this
study:
Revise reference definition to use I.O2 aft chord and revised LH2 fwd frame
in fe,avard location.
Incoq_orate the proposed definition of external hanlware mtg. provisions.
- Increase barrelweld land at dome chord welds to .387.
During Cycle 1 further define the level sensor installation and re-evaluate intermediate frame sizing.
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Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.6.4.1 Reference LH2 Tank Enhancements(#CV-STR-14D)
Objective
This study evaluated enhancements to the Cycle 0 Reference LH2 Tank structure and
recommended potential modifications
Approach
(a) Identify, define, evaluate and analyze selected Study Items.
(b) Identify recommended changes to the ref.Configuration.
(c) Produce LH2 Tank Part Definition.
(d) Identify candidates for study during Cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
- Revised barrel and frame geometry.
- Alternate forward dome chord and frame.
- Def. of external hardware mounting provisions.
- Chord to barrel weld land mismatch.
- Definition of handling points
- Alternate aft dome configuration
- Level sensor installation
- Reference part definition.
Key Study Results
The fwd dome chord and frame were designed for Orbiter bi-pod loads and are inefficient for this
application. The ref. used a LO2 tank aft dome chord in the LH2 tank aft dome, this creates a weld
land mismatch requiring the chord weld lands to be reduced. El" level sensor installation requires
internal assembly. In order to reduce the requirement for access a series of options were produced
to show a method of installing level sensors on a mast thats installed externally thru the fwd dome.
Conclusions
The Cycle 13 definition made use of El" assemblies with some modified components. Weight and
manufacturing complexity can be further improved by revising more of these components to better
match NLS sizing requirements. These modified components can still be produced on ET tooling
with the minor modifications already identified. Installation of level sensors without internal access
was determined to be feasible.
Study Recommendations
The reference Cycle 0 definition should be revised to reflect the enhancements proposed in this
study:
Revise reference definition to use LO2 aft cho_l and revised LH2 fwd frame
in forward location.
Incorporate the proposed definition of external hardware mtg. provisions.
Increase barrel weld land at dome chord welds to .387.
During Cycle 1 further define the level sensor installation and re-evaluate intermediate frame sizing.
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See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.1.4.1 External Hardware Design Definition (#CV-STR-14G)
Objective
Study and evaluate HLLV external cable tray and press line requirements and recommend a
configuration to meet these requirements.
Approach
(a) Investigate STS El" cable tray and press line design.
(b) Study potential NLS configurations.
(c) Document study results and prepare conclusions.
(d) Identify items for study in cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - Size and location of cable tray.
Item 2 - Core Stage to SRB cable tray concept.
Item 3 - Location of press lines relative to cable way.
Key Study Results
ET cable tray arrangement has separate cable ways on the I.,02 and LH2 tanks. These are located at
different angular locations. The cable ways do not run along the intertank as their purpose is to feed
cables into and out of the intertank. On NLS a different situation exist; primary cable routing is
between the interstage and the propulsion module with only a few cables going into the intertank.
Therefore the NLS cable way should be continuous. A simplified attach structure can be devised if
the location of the GO2 and GH2 press lines is Reversed. Initial estimates indicate that the cable
way cross section needs to be about 3 times greater on NLS due to increased quantity of cables.
Additional cable ways will be needed to provide for cable muting to the aft SRB attach as well as a
cross over cable way between port and stbd SRBs.
Conclusions
The proposed concept provides a continuous longitudinal cable way and provides a means for
routing cables to the solid rocket boosters.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle El baseline to incorporate the proposed configuration. In cycle 1, study a system
tunnel approach and angular location of cable way/press lines and cable way size.
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See Doe # MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.1.4.1 External Hardware Design Definition (#CV-STR-14G)
Objective
Study and evaluate 1.5 Stage external cable tray and press line requirements and recommend a
configuration to meet these requirements.
Approach
(a) Investigate STS E-'I"cable tray and press line design.
(b) Study potential NLS configurations.
(c) Document study results and prepare conclusions.
(d) Identify items for study in cycle 1.
Items Studied
Item 1 - Size and location of cable tray.
Item 2 - Location of press lines relative to cable tray.
Key Study Results
ET cable tray arrangement has separate cable trays on the L02 and LH2 tanks. These are located at
different angular locations. The cable trays do not run along the intertank as their purpose is to feed
cables into and out of the intcrtank. On NLS a different situation exist; primary cable routing is
between the intcrstage and the propulsion module with only a few cables going into the intertank.
Therefore the NLS cable tray should be continuous. A simplified attach structure can be devised if
the location of the GO2 and GI-I2 press lines is Reversed. Initial estimates indicate that the cable
way cross section needs to be about 3 times greater on NLS due to increased quantity of cables.
Conclusions
The proposed concept provides a continuous longitudinalcable way and provides a means for
routing cables to the solid rocket boostea's.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle 0 baseline to incorporate the proposed configuration. In cycle 1, study a system
tunnel approach and angular location of cable tray/press lines and cable tray size.
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5.2.1.4.2 TPS Reference Definition (#CV-STR-14-H)
Objective
Develop the recommended TPS definition for the Reference NLS Core Vehicle (acreage only)
which will maintain propellant quality and protect vehicle structure/subsystems during pre-launch
and ascent phases.
Approach
Part 1 - Evaluate thermal protection options individually for each major structural element of the
core vehicle.
Part 2 - Evaluate thermal protection options for the entire Core Vehicle based on data generated
in Part 1. Identify recommended changes to the Reference NLS Core Vehicle TPS.
Part 2 Options Studied
Reference Configuration; Heatsink Configuration; 1.0" TPS Configuration.
Key Study Results
Propellant conditioning during pre-launch and ascent is acceptable (with variations in performance)
for all options. The Reference structure survives Aeroheating with the exception of the Forward
Skirt. Modifying the Reference to provide a true Heatsink design adds mass to the Fwd Skirt &
removes some from the Intertank. The LO2 tank is adequate for beatsink as designed, while the
LH2 tank must have some TPS to prevent excessive boil-off.
The 1.0" TPS option was designed to avoid the ice & liquid air problem. Less than 1.0" of TPS
on each component gives rise to a significant increase in the probability of ice & liquid air
formation compared with El'. Ice & liquid air formation is hard to predict quantitatively. Ice may
adhere after launch with subsequent performance(payload)impacts. There is a significant potential
for launch delays due to ice. Ice debris & liquid air/flammability are safety issues.
Conclusions
The Heatsink option solves the problems with.the.Reference configuration. It shows that 592 lbs
must be added to the Reference to develop a n-ue Heatsink design, and this option still has
additional unknown weight, cost, operability & safety impacts due to ice & liquid ah- formation. It
is also harder to re-design for increased heating rates than an equivalent TPS design (easier to
spray more TPS than add more metal). No cost increase is antisipated over the Reference option.
There is an additional performance loss of 121 lbs (vs the Heatsink) assuming 1.0" of TPS on the
entire Core. This avoids all the problems associated with ice & liquid air formation. The cost of
applying acreage TPS is not felt to be prohibitive to avoid the above system level uncertainties /
problems. Cost delta's are +$.72M Non-tee & +SLAM Recurring.
Study Recommendations
Revise Cycle 0 baseline to incorporate 1.0" of TPS.
600
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REFERENCE CONFIGURATION
• Forward Skirt fails due • Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
to Aeroheating within 2ft of LH2 I/F
• Ice/Frost formation within • Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation posslble
2ft of LO I/F over entire LH2 barrel. Will occur with much
greater frequency than on ET (ET has 1.0" TPS)
Pa[e 2
• sig
Modified
Heatsink
Design
• Ice/Frost formation within
2ft of L02 I/F
Potential f. Lowest Weight & Cost Core Option but:_
L- Fwd Skirt fails due to Aeroheating |for Excessive - No Estimate of Increased Weight & 1/Ice/Frost formation
over entire L02 Barrel Cost due to Ice & Liquid Air J
HEATSINK CONFIGURATION
• Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
within 2ft of LH2 I/F
• Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation possible
over entire LH2 barrel. Will occur with much
greater frequency than on ET (ET has 1.0" TPS)
_on_ared with
Wt + 592 ibs
Cost - No Change
!
• Significant Potential
for Excessive
Ice/Frost formation
over entire LO2 Barrel
1.0" TPS VEHICLE
• Probability of Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
Core is the same as ET to-day
• No Performance, Operations or Safety uncertainty
581bs -1951bs -4511bs ÷7611bs
Ii Low Cost Core Option (Same as Reference)
5921bs weight added for true Heatslnk design 1
No Estimate of increased Weight & Cost for 1
Ice & Liquid Air Formation 3
on
+2401ha for
3 Flange
TP$ Closeouts
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.1.4.2 TPS Reference Definition (#CV-STR-14-H)
Objective
Develop the recommended TPS def'mition for the Reference NLS Core Vehicle (acreage only)
which will maintain propellant quality and protect vehicle sa-uctur_subsystems during pre-launch
and ascent phases.
Approach
Part 1 - Evaluate thermal protection options individually for each major structural element of the
core vehicle.
Part 2 - Evaluate thermal protection options for the entire Core Vehicle based on data generated
in Part 1. Identify recommended changes to the Reference NL$ Core Vehicle TPS.
Part 2 Options Studied
Reference Configuration; Heat,sink Configuration; 1.0" TPS Configuration.
Key Study Results
Propellantconditioningduringpre-launchand ascentisacceptable(withvariationsinperformance)
for alloptions. The Reference structuresurvivesAeroheating with theexceptionof the Forward
Skirl Modifying the Reference to provide a true Heatsink design adds mass to the Fwd Skirt &
removes some from the Intertank. The LO2 tank is adequate for heatsink as designed, while the
LH2 tank must have some TPS to prevent excessive boB-off.
The 1.0" TPS option was designed to avoid the ice & liquid air problem. Less than 1.0" of TPS
on each component gives rise to a significant increase in the probability of ice & liquid air
formation compared with ET. Ice & liquid air formation is hard to predict quantitatively. Ice may
adhere after hunch with subsequent performance(payload)impacts. There is a significant potential
for launch delays due to ice. Ice debris & liquid air/flammability are safety issues.
Conclusions
The Heatsink option solves the problems with.the.Reference configuration. It shows that 592 lbs
must be added to the Reference to develop a true Heatsink design, and this option still has
additionalunknown weight,cost,operability& safetyhnparts due toice& liquidah"formation.It
is also harder to re-design for increased heating rates than an equivalent TP$ design (easier to
spray more TPS than add more metal). No cost increase is antisipated over the Reference option.
There is an additional performance loss of 121 lbs (vs the Heat,sink) assuming 1.0" of TPS on the
entire Core. This avoids all the problems associated with ice & liquid air formation. The cost of
applying acreage TPS is not felt to be prohibitive to avoid the above system level uncertainties /
problems. Cost delta's axe +$.72M Non-rec & +$1.1M Recurring.
Study Recommendations
Revise Cycle _ baselinetoincorporate1.0"of TPS.
•v-
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REFERENCE CONFIGURATION
• Forward Skirt fails due • Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
to Aeroheatlng within 2ft of LH2 I/F
• Ice/Frost formation within • Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation possible
2ft of LO I/F over entire LH2 barrel. Will occur with much
greater frequency than on ET (ET has 1.0" TPS)
Pa_e 2
• Significant Potential
for Excessive
Ice/Frost formation
over entire LO2 Barrel
. Lowest Weight & Cost Core Option but:_
- Fwd Skirt fails due to Aeroheating 1
- No Estimate of Increased Weight & 1
Cost due to Ice & Liquid Air J
• Ice/Frost formation within
2ft of LO2 I/F
Modified
Heatslnk /Design
• Significant Potential
for Excessive
Ice/Frost formation
over entire LO2 Barrel
1.0" TPS VEHICLE
HEATS INK CONFIGURATION
• Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
within 2ft of LH2 I/F
• Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation possible
over entire LH2 barrel. Will occur with much
greater frequency than on ET (ET has 1.0" TPS)
_mmum___Jm_
E_imagls
Wt + 592 Ibs
Cost - No Change
I:. LOW Cost Core Option (Same as Reference)
5921bs weight added for true Heatsink design 1
No Estimate of increased Weight & Cost for 1
Ice & Liquid Air Formation B
J
• Probability of Ice/Frost & Liquid Air formation
Core is the same as ET to-day
• No Performance, Operations or Safety uncertainty
_581_951bs-4511bs +7611bs
on
+ 713 lbs
+ $.72 M Non-Rec
+ $1.1 M Recurring
+2401bs for
3 Flange
TPS Closeouts
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.001.Book 1 for more detailed results
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/
5.2.1.4.3 Manufacturing Plan (CV-STR-16A)
Objective
Develop a manufacturing plan for production of three core tanks for the Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle(HLLV) and ten Stage-and-a-Half Vehicles per year concurrent with an NSTS External
Tank production rate of eight per year.
Approach
(1) Develop manufacturing sequence flow for core tankage design.
(2) Review ET major tooling capacities to determine new tooling requirements
(3) Define Tool and Facilities requirements(5.2.1.4.4 & 5.2.1.4.5)
Groundrules and Assumptions
Since the combined production rate for the NLS and ET assemblies (21) will not exceed the twenty
four per year production rate capability of the tooling and facilities at MAF, it is assumed there will
be no overall schedule impact.
Assume manufacture of the launch vehicle will utilize current El" manufacturing technologies and
established processes.
All construction will be at MAF using detail parts and sub-assemblies sub-contracted to outside
suppliers.
Key Study Results
Manufacturing processes for the Core Tankage from receiptof the detailpartsand assemblies
through to the verticalassembly of the Liquid Hydrogen(LH2) Tank, Intcrtank(IT),Liquid
Oxygen(LO2) Tank and the Forward Skirt,in the MAF VerticalAssembly Building(VAB) have
been assessed.Subsequent assembly and testand checkout operationsareaddressed ina separate
study. Manufacturing flow diagrams have been prepared to identifythe core tankage major
production activities through vertical stacking in the VAB.
All mechanically fastened subassembly operations maximize use of ET fixturing, and the existing
large 'C'- frame riveter for automatic rivet installation.
The _ and LO2 tank barrel sequence flows are _imilar to El" and use ET fixtures, tooting, NDE
facilities etc. The procured barrel skin panels, will be cleaned in the existing MAF facility prior to
welding. Weld assembly, trim, and frame installation is to be accomplished on ET tooling and will
utilize ET roll rings and roll ring installation tooling.
H & J Rings will be procured, machined, stretched formed, aged and trimmed in 90 ° sections.
These sections will be welded together to form the 360 ° rings, machined and drilled, etc. in the ET
ring tools.
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Dome fabrication will use the ET dome weld tooling; new adaptive tools will be required for the
new design dome caps and fittings. A new tool is required for LH2 Tank Aft Dome mechanical
installations.
New tooling will be required for the assembly of the Anti vortex and Slosh Baffle assemblies and
will be located in the MAF Bldg 103. Elements of these assemblies will be procured from outside
suppliers as preassembled subassemblies,
1.212 and LO2 tank assembly sequence will be similar to the ET process using existing tooling and
facilities. The flow differs from ET only in that a new tool is required for LO2 tank major weld
operations. Internal and external clean and prime operations will use the ET LH2 tank processing
cells, except that the LO2 tank will be processed through the ET LH2 tank processing Cell P for
external clean and prime; TPS operations will be performed in re-activated Cells M & N.
Intertank assembly will use E'r Intertank tooling.
Forward Skirt major assembly will use a dedicated assembly fixture; subassembly activities will
use El" Intertank tooling. The Skirt/LO2 tank interface bolt hole pattern will be identical to ET
LOZ/ITA,H2 Tank interface pattern and will use drill plates mastered from existing ET tooling.
Core Tankage assembly is similar to the El" except Forward Skirt/LO2 Tank/lntertank stack will be
in Cell L. The assembly will be transferred to Cell A for stacking to the LI-I2 Tank and TPS
closeoutof theIntertank/LH2 tank interface.The completed stackwill be lowe_.A tothe horizontal
position,and processedaccordingtoplansspecifiedinIACO studies.
Conclusions
The NLS Core Tankage Manufacturing Plan has been developed for total assembly at the NASA -
Michoud Assembly Facility (MAP). The plan makes effective use of manufacturing areas, existing
tooling and facility capacities, and infrastructure on a non-interference basis with the on-going
External Tank (ET) project.
Study Recommendations
Existing NLS program groundrule for building NLS Core Tankage using ET tooling and MAF
facilities should be maintained.
Additional Information
See Doe# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.1.4.3 Manufacturing Plan (CV-STR-16A)
Objective
Develop a manufacturing plan for production of three core tanks for the Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle(HLLV) and ten Stage-and-a-Half Vehicles per year concurrent with an NSTS External
Tank production rate of eight per year.
Approach
(1) Develop manufacturing sequence flow for core tankage design.
(2) Review ET major tooling capacities to determine new tooling requirements
(3) Define Tool and Facilities requirements(6.2.1.4.4 & 6.2.1.4.5)
Groundrules and Assumptions
Since the combined production rate for the N].,S and ET assemblies (21) will not exceed the twenty
four per year production rate capability of the tooling and facilities at MAF, it is assumed there will
be no overall schedule impact.
Assume manufacture of the launch vehicle will utilize current ET manufacturing technologies and
established processes.
All construction will be at MAF using detail parts and sub-assemblies sub-contracted to outside
suppliers.
Key Study Results
Manufacturing processes for the Core Tankage from receipt of the detail parts and assemblies
through to the vertical assembly of the Liquid HydrogenO.,H2) Tank, Intertank(IT), Liquid
Oxygen(LO2) Tank and the Forward Skirt, in the MAF Vertical Assembly Building(VAB) have
been assessed. Subsequent assembly and test and checkout operations are addressed in a separate
study. Manufacturing flow diagrams have been prepared to identify the core tankage major
production activities through vertical stacking in the VAB.
All mechanically fastened subassembly operations maximize use of ET fixturing, and the existing
large 'C'- frame riveter for automatic rivet installation.
The LH2 and LO2 tank barrel sequence flows are similar to ET and use El" fixtures, tooling, NDE
facilities etc. The procured barrel skin panels, will be cleaned in the existing MAF facility prior to
welding. Weld assembly, trim, and frame installation is to be accomplished on ET tooling and will
utilize ET roll rings and roll ring installation tooling.
H & J Rings will be procured, machined, stretched formed, aged and trimmed in 90 ° sections.
These sections will be welded together to form the 360 ° rings, machined and drilled, etc. in the ET
ring tools.
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Dome fabrication will use the ET dome weld tooling; new adaptive tools will be required for the
new design dome caps and fittings. A new tool is required for I2-12 Tank Aft Dome mechanical
installations.
New tooling will be required for the assembly of the Anti vortex and Slosh Baffle assemblies and
will be located in the MAF Bldg 103. Elements of these assemblies will be procured from outside
suppliers as preassembled subassemblies.
1.2-12 and LO2 tank assembly sequence will be similar to the ET process using existing tooling and
facilities. The flow differs from El" only in that a new tool is required for LO2 tank major weld
operations. Internal and external clean and prime operations will use the ET LH2 tank processing
cells, except that the LO2 tank will be processed through the ET LH2 tank processing Cell P for
external clean and prime; TPS operations will be performed in re-activated Cells M & N.
Intertank assembly will use El" Intertank tooling.
Forward Skirt major assembly will use a dedicated assembly fixture; subassembly activities will
use El" Intertank tooling. The Skirt/LO2 tank interface bolt hole pattern will be identical to ET
LO2/ITA.J-12 Tank interface pattern and will use drill plates mastered from existing El" tooling.
Core Tankage assembly is similar to the El" except Forward Skirt/LO2 Tank/intertank stack will be
in Cell L. The assembly will be transferred to Cell A for stacking to the LH2 Tank and TPS
closeout of the Intertank/L,H2 tank interface. The completed stack will be lowered to the horizontal
position, and processed according to plans specified in IACO studies.
Conclusions
The NLS Core Tankage Manufacturing Plan has been developed for total assembly at the NASA -
Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF). The plan makes effective use of manufacturing areas, existing
tooling and facility capacities, and infrastructure on a non-interference basis with the on-going
External Tank (El') project.
Study Recommendations
Existing NLS program groundrule for building NLS Core Tankage using ET tooling and MAF
facilities should be maintained.
Additional Information
See Doe# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results
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5.2.1.4.4 Facilities Plan (CV-STR-16B)
Objective
Preparea facilitiesplanformanufacture of theNLS referenceconfigurationHLLV and 1.5Stage
vehiclesat the NASA Michoud Assembly Facility,integratedwith the existingExternal Tank
production.
Approach
(a) Analyze manufacturing plan
(b) Determine requirements for foundations
(c) Determine requirements for new and/or modified structures, cranag¢, support equipment and
services
(d)Preparepreliminarydesignlayouts
Key Study Results
Structuralassembly areaswithinthe MAF Bldg 103 willbe requiredforthe new fixturesforLO2
Tank Major Weld, Forward SkirtAssembly, Slosh BaffleAssembly and Frame Assembly. These
positions will be located under existing crane coverage, except for the forward skirt assembly tools
which will be covered by an extension to the crane system, and will be supplied with all necessary
utilities.
An additionalpositionwith a reinforcedfoundation,locatedin the North East comer of building
103,willbe requiredforthenew Aft Dome Mechanical InstallationFixture.
Cells A, E, F and L will require modifications to add access platforms and stairs for installation
and removal of handling equipment. Cell E may also require modification to raise the cell roof and
lift door, to accommodate an aft dome sump, and a new probe and cover plate for the LO2 Tank
internalcleaning.
Final Assembly and Test and Checkout operations are not included in this study but have been
addresed in IACO studies
Conclusions
Manufacture of the cycle 0 reference configuration vehicles can be accommodated within the
existing El" manufacturing facilities with relatively minor impact.
Study Recommendations
Existing NLS program groundrule for building NLS Core Tankage at the MAF has been confirmed
and should be maintained.
Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.1.4.4 Facilities Plan (CV-STR-16B)
Objective
Prepare a facilitiesplan formanufacture of theNLS referenceconfigurationHLLV and 1.5Stage
vehiclesat the NASA Michoud Assembly Facility,intcgratedwith the existingExternalTank
production.
Approach
(a)Analyze manufacturingplan
(b)Dctcm_e requirementsforfoundations
(c) Determine requirements for new and/or modified sn'uctures, cranage, support equipment and
services
(d)Preparepreliminarydesignlayouts
Key Study Results
Structural assembly areas within the MAF Bldg 103 will be required for the new fixtures for LO2
Tank Major Weld, Forward Skirt Assembly, Slosh Baffle Assembly and Frame Assembly. These
positions will be located under existing crane coverage, except for the forward skirt assembly tools
which will be covered by an extension to the crane system, and will be supplied with all necessary
utilities.
An additional position with a reinforced foundation, located in the North East comer of building
103, will be required for the new Aft Dome Mechanical Installation Fixture.
Cells A, E, F and L will require modifications to add access platforms and stairs for insmlladon
and removal of handlingequipment. CellE may alsorequiremodificationtoraisethecellroofand
liftdoor, to accommodate an aftdome sump, and a new probe and cover plateforthe LO2 Tank
internalcleaning.
Final Assembly and Test and Checkout operations are not included in this" study but have been
addresed inIACO studies
Conclusions
Manufacture of the cycle _ referenceconfigurationvehiclescan be accommodated within the
existing El" manufacturing facilities with relatively minor impact
Study Recommendations
Existing NLS program groundrule for building NLS Core Tankage at the MAF has been confirmed
and should bc maintained.
Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.1.4.5 Tooling Impacts (CV-STR-16C)
Objective
Determine tooling impacts resulting from the integration of NLS vehicle production into the NASA
External Tank manufacturing environment.
Approach
Analyze existing El" tooling to determine the maximum capacity of each tool and/or facility in terms
of its major function, and to evaluate the capability to produce ET, HLLV and 1.5 Stage Vehicle
core tankage.
Key Study Results
Modify existing Dome weld tooling to accommodate feedline fittings and oudet locations.
New LH2 Aft Dome Mechanical Installation Tool required.
Use existing ET tools for LH2 Tank assembly.
New LO2 Tank major weld assembly tool required due to capacity limitation. This tool will also
weld the LH2 5 ft barrel to the STA 4058 "Tee" ring, and the aft dome assembly.
Internal and external cleaning and LH2 Tank external finishing operations will be performed in the
existing ET processing cells. TPS operations for both the LO2 and LH2 tanks will be performed
in reactivated Cells M & N repectively. New adaptor tooling will be provided in those tools and
cells which use the Orbiter or SRB interfaces during ET processing. In addition, new support
tooling will be required in Cell L for the Forward Skirt/LO2 Tank/intertank stack operation.
A new dedicated fixture will be required for the Forward Skirt Assembly and for any non-ET
compatible Frame Assemblies
Conclusions
The cycle D reference configuration NLS vehicles can be fatricated on the ET tooling with minor
impact.
Study Recommendations
Maintain NLS program groundrule to utilize El" tooling.
Review tooling requirements for vehicle slrucmral assembly and systems installations as design
matures and make appropriate changes to ensure production capability and improved
manufacturing efficiency.
Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.1.4.5 Tooling Impacts (CV-STR-16C)
Objective
Determine tooling impacts resulting from the integration of NLS vehicle production into the NASA
External Tank manufacturing environment.
Approach
Analyze existing ET tooling to determine the maximum capacity of each tool and/or facility in terms
of its major function, and to evaluate the capability to produce ET, HLLV and 1.5 Stage Vehicle
core tankage.
Key Study Results
Modify existing Dome weld tooling to accommodate feedline fittings and outlet locations.
New LH2 Aft Dome Mechanical Installation Tool required.
Use existing ET tools for LH2 Tank assembly.
New LO2 Tank major weld assembly tool required due to capacity limitation. This tool will also
weld the LH2 5 ft barrel to the STA 4058 "Tee" ring, and the aft dome assembly.
Internal and external cleaning and L,H2 Tank external finishing operations will be performed in the
existing ET processing cells. TPS operations for both the LO2 and l.M2 tanks will be performed
in reactivated Cells M & N repectively. New adaptor tooling will be provided in those tools and
cells which use the Orbiter or SRB interfaces during ET processing. In addition, new support
tooling win be required in Cell L for the Forward Skirt/LO2 Tank/Intertank stack operation.
A new dedicated fixture will be required for the Forward Skirt Assembly and for any non-ET
compatible Frame Assemblies
Conclusions
The cycle 0 reference configuration NLS vehicles can be fabricated on the ET tooling with minor
impact.
Study Recommendations
Maintain NLS program groundrule to utilize ET tooting.
Review tooling requirements for vehicle structural assembly and systems installations as design
matures and make appropriate changes to ensure production capability and improved
manufacturing efficiency.
Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.O01 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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5.2.1.4.6 Transportation & Handling Requirements (CV-STR-16D)
Objective
Determine handling and transportation points required on Core Tankage subassemblies for
manufacturing of the core tankage and IACO/Transportation of the Core Stage.
Approach
Analyze the core tankage subassemblies, assembly and IACO activities to determine the tooling and
transportation interface point requirements for handling and processing operations enabling
maximization of the existing ET tools, equipment and facilities.
Key Study Results
(1) Frames required at Sta 4018 and 4098.
(2) Bolt attach points required at (3) equally spaced positions around Sta 4018, 4098 and 4058
('Mid Point at the "-Z").
(3) Use flanges on LO2, LH2 Tanks and Fwd. Skirt for vertical and horizontal lifts and
stabilization locations.
(4) Frames at Sta. 2852.8 and flange at Sta. 2569.8 on LO2 Tank and Sta. 3123.15 on the LH2
Tank to support tankage during straddle carrier transportation.
(5) Fwd. Skirt flange to support Core Tankage static weight in vertical and horizontal attitudes.
(6) Roll Ring attach points on Fwd. Skirt flange Sta. 2473.8 & Propulsion Module Sta. 4261.4.
(7) Roll Ring at Sta. 2473.8 and locating tooling at Sta. 4058 support Core Tankage during P.M.
integration.
(8) Sea state shipping loads taken at Fwd skirt & propulsion module roll ring positions.
Conclusions
The defined lifting point locations and methods of lifting, roll ring locations, and positions for
processing cells and transportation adaptor tooling can be accommodated in the core tankage design
without impact. A new transporter is required to accommodate the Core Stage which is
considerably heavier than ET.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle _ baseline to incorporate the proposed configuration and new transporter
requirement. In cycle 1, determine flame and flange sizes, and incorporate attachment holes for
tooting adaptors.
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Additional Information
See Doc# MMC.NLS.SR.001 Book 1 for more detailed results.
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6.2.1.4.6 Transportation & Handling Requirements (CV-STR-16D)
Objective
Determine handling and transportation points required on Core Tankage subassemblies for
manufacturing of the core tankage and IACO/Transportation of the Core Stage.
Approach
Analyze the core tankage subassemblies, assembly and IACO activities to determine the tooling and
transportation interface point requirements for handling and processing operations enabling
maximization of the existing ET tools, equipment and facilities.
Key Study Results
(1) Frames required at Sta 4018 and 4098.
(2) Bolt attach points required at (3) equally spaced positions around Sta 4018, 4098 and 4058
(Mid Point at the "-Z").
(3) Use flanges on LO2, LH2 Tanks and Fwd. Skirt for vertical and horizontal lifts and
stabilization locations.
(4) Frames at Sta. 2852.8 and flange at Sta. 2569.8 on LO2 Tank and Sta._-3123.15 on the LH2
Tank to support tankage during straddle carrier transportation.
(5) Fwd. Skirt flange to support Core Tankage static weight in vertical and horizontal attitudes.
(6) Roll Ring attach points on Fwd. Skirt flange Sta. 2473.8 & Propulsion Module Sta. 4261.4.
(7) Roll Ring at Sta. 2473.8 and locating tooling at Sta. 4058 support Core Tankage during P.M.
integration.
(8) Sea state shipping loads taken at Fwd skirt & propulsion module roll ring positions.
Conclusions
The defined lifting point locations and methods of lifting, roll ring locations, and positions for
processing cells and transportation adaptor tooling can be accommodated in the core tankage design
without impact. A new transporter is required to accommodate the Core Stage which is
considerably heavier than ET.
Study Recommendations
Revise cycle 0 baseline to incorporate the proposed configuration and new transporter
requirement. In cycle 1, determine frame and flange sizes, and incorporate attachment holes for
tooling adaptors.
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5.2.7.4.1 Alternate Aft Skirt Configuration (#CV-STR-17-A)
Objective
To determine if an alternate Aft Skirt configuration is required or is beneficial for the Core Vehicle.
Approach
Define alternate Aft Skirt configurations. Identify design & manufacturing impacts for each
option, and any recommended changes to the Reference Aft Skirt configuration.
Options Studied
Reference configuration Aft Skirt (part of Aft Structure)
Option 1 - Aft Skirt welded to Core Vehicle
Option 2 - Short (12") Bolt-On Skirt (part of Core Vehicle)
Option 3 - Long (48") Bolt-On Skirt (part of Core Vehicle)
Key Study Results
Chord & weld geometry / tooling requirements were found to make Option I impractical.
Options 2 & 3 add a new bolted joint which adds 600 lbs of weight & additional cost, but they also
reduce the risk associated with Core / Aft Structure mate.
Formation of LN2 & Nitrogen ice in the crotch area was identified as a potential problem. Nitrogen
ice may break free causing ice debris during flight. LN2 accumulation would impact component
design & qualification, and LN2 boil-off would also impact Aft Compartment venting. Use of a
drip way within the Aft Structure to catch LN2 and drain it ov_ is possible, but does not fully
address the ice debris concern. A Helium purge in all or part of the Aft Smaenm_ is the only known
alternate means of addressing this problem on the Reference configuration, as the crotch area
cannot be foamed after core to Aft Structure mate due to lack of access (Helium is currently
approximately 5 times the cost of Nitrogen gas). Options 2 & 3 offer increased design flexibility as
they do allow foaming of the crotch prior to Core / Aft Slructure mate thus eliminating the ice &
liquid air problem.
f
Conclusions
With the exception of Option 1 all Options studied are feasible. Options 2 & 3 offer some increased
design flexibility but have associated weight and cost impacts.
Additional analysis is required to make a quantitative assessment of LN2 & Nitrogen ice formation.
Study Recommendations
Maintain the Reference Aft Skirt configuration. Study the LN2 & ice debris problem further during
Cycle 1.
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REFERENCE CONFIGURATION
XN 4122.65
BoltedJ int 87.67 Aft Skirt
LN2 & Ice
Formation
XN 4210.32 _abricated Joint
[Integral to Aft
__/ __ Structure
Sustainer Line [
No Acces--------7qo Fo -qm
Crotch Area After Mate J
OPTION 1 - AFT SKIRT WELDED TO CORE VEHICLE
XN 4122.65XN 4134.65 _eld Geometry__ XN
(New Aft Skirt__ _Impractical _
k Weld / _T 1(Bolted Joint _"' '- _ S_taine_r Line
| Relocated [ [ _ _
LFrom XN 4122.65_ _4_--_ --12"00 Aft Skirt _ \
4210.32
OPTION 2 - SHORT BOLT-ON SKIRT
XN 4122.65 XN 4134.65
New Bolted Joint
_rotch Foaming_ -_ I _ 1 Sustainer Line
[Possible PrlorlP_---4_+--12" Aft Skirt \ \
k to Mate
XN 4210.32
OPTION 3 - LONG BOLT-ON SKIRT
XN 4122.65
l< New Bolted Joint
_rotch Foamin_ J
IDOSS_I_D_io_I_9_ ----- 48" Aft Skirt
<
XN 4170.65
Sustainer Line
XN 4210.32
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.OOI.Book 1 for more detailed results
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6.2.7.4.1 Alternate Aft Skirt Configuration (#CV-STR-17-A)
Objective
To determine if an ahemate Aft Skin configuration is required or is beneficial for the Core Vehicle.
Approach
Define alternate Aft Skirt configurations. Identify design & manufacturing impacts for each
option, and any recommended changes to the Reference Aft Skirt configuration.
Options Studied
Reference configuration Aft Skirt (part of Aft Structure)
Option 1 - Aft Skirt welded to Core Vehicle
Option 2 - Short (12") Bolt-On Skirt (part of Core Vehicle)
Option 3 - Long (48") Bolt-On Skirt (part of Core Vehicle)
Key Study Results
Chord & weld geometry / tooling requirements were found to make Option I impractical.
Options 2 & 3 add a new bolted joint which adds 600 Ibs of weight & additional cost, but they also
reduce therisk associated with Core / Aft Structure mate.
Formation of LN2 & Niu'ogen ice in the crotch area was identified as a potential problem. Nitrogen
ice may break free causing ice debris during flight. LN2 accumulation would impact component
design & qualification, and LN2 boil-off would also impact Aft Compartment venting. Use of a
drip tray within the Aft Structure to catch LN2 and drain it overboard is possible, but does not fully
address the ice debris concern. A Helium purge in all or part of the Aft Structure is the only known
alternate means of addressing this problem on the Reference configuration, as the crotch area
cannot bc foamed after core to Aft Structure mate due to lack of access (Helium is currently
approximately 5 times the cost of Nitrogen gas). Options 2 & 3 offer increased design flexibility as
they do allow foaming of the crotch prior to Core / Aft Structure mate thus eliminating the ice &
liquid air problem.
Conclusions
With the exception of Option 1 all Options studied are feasible. Options 2 & 3 offer some increased
design flexibility but have associated weight and cost impacts.
Additionalanalysisisrequiredtomake a quantitativeassessmentofLN2 & Nitrogen iceformation.
Study Recommendations
Maintain theReference Aft Skirtconfiguration.Study theLN2 & icedebrisproblem furtherduring
Cycle I.
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REFERENCE CONF I GURATI ON
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_From _ 4122.65 .00 Aft Skirt
4210.32
OPTION 2 - SHORT BOLT-ON SKIRT
XN 4122.65 XN 4134.65
_rotch Foaming_ _'- I _ 1 Sustainer Line
[Possible Priorl_q_--_ 12" Aft Skirt \ \
k to Mate
XN 4210.32
OPTION 3 - LONG BOLT-ON SKIRT
XN 4122.65
ted Joint _
_rotch Foaming_
possible Prior 1_9----- 4_' Aft Skirt
k to Mate _/
XN 4170.65
Sustainer Line
m
XN 4210.32
I
Additional Information
See Doc # MMC.NLS.SR.OO1.Book 1 for more detailed results
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